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Travel To Phnom Rung

Starting from Bangkok, there are several ways to travel to Phnom Rung.
1. By Air : From Bangkok Domestic Airport to Stuk Airport, Buriram Province and then continue
the journey by car to Phnom Rung.
2. By Train : From Bangkok Central Train Station (Hua Lumpong), take Ubon Ratchathani or Surin
Province line and get off at Buriram Province train station. There are 10 frequency of train per
day. The first train leaves at 06:50 and the last train at 23:20. There are 2 express trains per day to
Surin Province. The express train leaves Hua Lumpong station at 10:50 and 21:50, respectively.
3. By Bus : From National Nothern Bus Terminal (Mo Chit), take a bus direction to Buriram or
Surin Province and get off at Nangrong District bus stop. The bus services include regular bus,
air-conditioned bus, and 99 Express bus. Air-conditioned bus Bangkok – Buriram line has 3
buses a day leaving at 09:00, 21:00, and 22:40, respectively. 99 Express Bangkok – Buriram bus
provides 7 buses per day. The first 99 Express bus leaves Mo Chit at 07:50 and the last 99 Express
bus leaves at 23:30.
4. By Car : Please see the above map. Take highway number 1 and 2 from Bangkok to Nakhon
Ratchasima, about 259 kilometres. Then follow the sign direction to Nangrong district, about 101
kilometres. From Nangrong district, follow highway number 24 (Chokchai – Dech-Udom ) direction
Ban Ta Ko. At Ban Ta Ko district, take the right turn to Hirun Ya Vidhe road and follow the sign
to Prasat Phnom Rung (12 kilometres). If driving from Prakhonchai district, follow a highway
through Ban Jora Kae Mak, Prasat Muang Tum, and then drive to the top of Phnom Rung Hill (18
kilometres).
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North-eastern (I-San) Background1
Pisit Charoenwongsa

saView of Mae Khong River runs through
Chiang Khan District, Loei

It is not easy to study the past. What we have revealed is still much less than
what is concealed. Now when looking at the history of the largest region of
northeastern Thailand, I-San, the job is even more difficult than other regions because
we do not know how much information can really be counted and presented as the
holistic regional information.
Today, we have explored and studied in total of 1,501 prehistoric and historic
sites spreading over 168,754,341 square kilometres and covering the area of 17
provinces, 37 districts and 205 sub-districts. The sites are classified according to
their functions, as follow;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1

Dwelling site (Caves / houses / etc)
Ritual site (Cemetery / religious places / etc)
Arts site (Caves / Rock shelters / cliff / etc)
Industrial site (Pottery kilns)
Infra-structure site (Moats-Earth works / roads / etc)

Revised from “I-San in Prehistoric period:” by Mr. Pisit Charoenwongsa at his presentation at “Pre-Historic and Archaeology
Study of I-San” Seminar at Udon Thani Teacher College, Udon Thani Province, on August 19-21, 1987. The seminar was conducted
by Thai Study Institute of Chulalongkorn University and Cultural Centre of Udon Thani Teacher College.
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Archaeological Site in Northeast Thailand
Prasat, Stupa
Province
Khmer Style

Others

Ancient
Kilns site
Cities

Others*

Total

Kalasin

-

1

5

-

7

13

Khon Kaen

7

1

26

-

55

89

Chaiyaphum

7

1

18

-

23

49

Nakhon Phanom

-

1

-

-

-

1

Nakhon Ratchasima

36

-

192

1

62

290

Buriram

61

-

143

11

18

222

Mahasarakam

7

-

40

-

66

113

Mukdahan

-

-

1

-

3

4

Yasothon

1

2

13

-

7

23

Roi-Et

5

10

56

-

52

123

Loei

1

1

3

-

27

32

Si Sa Ket

12

-

79

-

99

190

Sakol Nakhon

4

1

10

-

9

24

Surin

33

-

88

1

1

122

Nong Khai

-

2

3

-

12

17

Udon Thani

3

-

13

-

89

114

Ubon Ratchathani

5

-

24

-

33

62

Total 17 Provinces

182

20

714

13

572

1,501

* Other archaeological sites include prehistoric sites, Rock painting, prehistoric wall-engraved
pictures, inscriptions, kilns, Metallurgical sites, etc.
Source : Research Section Archaeology Division, The Fine Arts Department 1987
Tiva Supajanya, Pongsri Wanasin, Analysis of Ancient Cities from
Aerial Photograph Project, Chulalongkorn University 1981-1984
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Polished stone adzes found in Loei

Information presented on this section was only a part of statistical information collected by Archaeology Division, The Fine
Arts Department, to set plans and directions of all archaeological
projects in Thailand. Due to the density of the archaeological sites
on the scale of 1 : 1,000,000 on the map was too small to provide
the distribution of archaeological sites in I-San, northeastern of
Thailand. From this information, it can be concluded that in the
past, I-San had a high number of population inhabited and continuously had high population movement. (There is geographical
information support this theory.) This can also be concluded that ISan was rich in its resources. However, nowadays there was a lot
of controversy on the famine of I-San. Some even considers that ISan is the poorest region of the country. This controversy may have
come from the fact that the information about I-San might not be
enough. For example, I-San geography was in a square-like shape.
To its west lied Petchaboon and Dong Phaya Yen mountain ranges.
San Kumpaeng and Dang Rek mountain ranges were to its
south. The Mae Khong River lied on its north and east. As a consequence, I-San communication to the outside world could only be
from the north and east by the Mae Khong River connecting to the
People Republic of Laos. The communication to the other parts of
Thailand was relatively blocked by the mountain ranges, which
resulted in the later development on this part of the country. Today
infertile soils and inadequate water resources were still issues to
be resolved and require close monitoring.
Next controversy was on sociology by mixing up cultural
issue with ethnic issue and overlooking “I-San culture” that had its
roots dated back since the prehistoric period. No matter which period, there have always been several ethnics of people, which we
have not known for fact who they were, inhabiting in I-San. People
today mixed problems with race of later inhabitants in I-San, such
as Cambodian, Laotian, and Vietnamese, to the whole I-San culture.
Only looking at architecture and art history alone can contribute to the ambiguity of “I-San”. Upon checking with only a
few inscriptions or a few antiques, it cannot be concluded that ISan was once ruled by the Cambodian or the Mon. This theory
was getting clarified by in depth archaeology and sociology studies. The studies showed that I-San culture and historic architectural structure may only be influenced by the 2 way communication.
Hunting and gathering societies as a basis of their living.
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There were many types and sizes of stone tool found in many provinces, such as Nong Khai, Nakhon Phanom, and Nakhon
Ratchasima.
At the early of this period, the stone tools found only had
single or double edge that were moderately sharp.
The stone tools could be made of several sorts of materials
or stones found by river terrace, at the levee, or by the beach.
Different types of volcanic rock, such as meta tuff, andesite,
rhyolite that was carried miles away by the Mae Khong river, or
sedimentary rocks, such as shale, or limestone, or metamorphic
rocks, such as quartzite or slate, that were selected to produce the
stone tools reflected people’s good knowledge on their surrounding natural resources then.
Different types stones had different functions and characters,
which could be identified by their fracture, cleavage, or texture.
Stone tool makers then must know all about the stones and their
qualification because their survival and quality of life depended
on those stones.
When considering different type of food that gave enough
calories needed for a day, it was not true to say that people in the
‘stone age’ were having a famine. Recent studies on our
contemporary communities showed similar results on good
knowledge and understanding of natural resources of the people
now and then. Some communities had hundreds types of tools.
The studies also concluded that non food-producing society
had less concern with their living but more time for themselves
than the food-producing economy because their surrounding natural
resources were adequate for their living.
We hope that we could search for and discover an area where
these people had lived in order to enable us to better study other
things apart from stone tools and rock paintings in caves, which
were not direct evidences.
These areas that were supposed to age more than ten thousand
years were not only limited to caves, but could also spread into old
alluvium.
It was estimated I-San society then had started their foodproducing economy for approximately 6,000 to 7,000 years ago oreven longer. However, this estimate has not yet had any concrete
evidence.
This period had relatively high production. Archaeologists 3040 years ago called this production period a ‘Neolithic Revolution’.
The revolution was counted as the first economics revolution of
mankinds. Some also called ‘Green Revolution’. Green is a colour
for agricultural, not a colour for any organisation.

Stone tools from Dontan, Mukdahan
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Surrounding area of Phnom Rung Hill

However, recent archaeologists thought that production process
then was not fast and effective enough to be called a revolution.
Should it really be a revolution, it was a slow one which could be
compare to a relationship that started from eye contact, love,
marriage, children, and grandchildren (and divorce was of course
not allowed because it would destroy the process).
The Green Revolution was just like that.
Deforestation was inevitable when I-San started their foodproducing economy. The deforestation started out from some areas
to many areas and then increased to hundreds areas; however, then
I-San still had its vast area and a fewer population when compared
to its area so the damage was not as severe as at present.
Main crop then was rice of which evidences could be discovered
from impressions on metal tools, pottery that was made of a mixture
of chaff and clay, etc., and from paintings in a cave in Khong Jiam
district, Ubon Ratchathani province.
Other crops could be vegetables, of which were still under
studies and analysis, such as wild rice, or other type of rice
cultivation. However, apart from a painting in a cave showing a
kind of rice cultivation that was not so clear, there was no other
clear evidence yet.
Wet rice cultivation did not only supply rice, but also enriched
other water vegetables, such as morning glory, water mimosa
(outside paddy-fields), water shrimp, shells, fish (inside and outside
the paddy-fields).
Wild animals or pet skeletons were discovered at more than a
thousand of archaeological sites, which could be supported by a
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lot of rock paintings on which a lot of wild animals and pets was
presented.
It was very rare that famine happened because people lived in
an agricultural society where all food production was self-sufficient.
Food surplus was normally the factor that led to changes in ways
of living and society.
Technology was developed according to the change in different
factors.
Instead of being universal stone tools, the stone tools
represented their purpose clearer and with better design.
Apart from the stone tool, there was other technology developed
during that time, for instance, the technology that involved heat
(pyrotechnology) ranging from pottery to metallurgy, which was
the basic skill developed by repetitive techniques and available
equipment in order to exploit natural resources to create tools,
economic goods and services including artistic skills like weaving,
thread making, textile, decorations, and etc.
Metallurgy technology was so advanced
that the researcher doubted whether it was
indigenous or transferred from other places or
from other people from different regions.
Available information cannot answer these
questions. The only possible answer was to
make the qualitative and functional
comparison of equipment in this area to other
areas and to try to find unique characteristics
between our tools and their tools.

Rice farming in the Northeast

Ancient carving depicts a child and
buffalo at phuphayon, Sakol Nakhon
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Ancient rock painting at Pha Tam
in Khong Jiam district, Ubon
Ratchathani

Metallurgy in other regions were mostly
used as weapon, such as, the Battle Axe period
which followed the New Stone Age, the Copper Age, the Iron Age where metal were important weapons for the Vikings, until the Middle
Age. Even in China, metal was always found
with other weapons. Our metal was mostly used
as tool rather than weapon because we lived in
agricultural society.
Bronze metallurgy must have started for more than 4,000 or
4,500 years ago. All evidences found in this area had already shown
a tool produced with relatively advanced skills, such as, casting
and cold hammering, etc.
At present in the Northeastern region, we have found hundreds
of agriculture sites that also conducted metallurgy. At some sites,
there still have big piles of slags left around the area.Most of these
sites might be originated since the iron period and the historical period. Some of these sites are assumed to be the sources of raw material during the time, such as, a big bronze mine at Phoo Lon,
Sangkom district, Nong Khai province.
Another interesting topic was economy. It was interesting
because excess production (technology/good management) from
daily necessary must be distributed and thus reinforce trade with
other region.
Communication between communities changed people’s
mindset. Society that people had created was changed and so was
economy.
I-San, a land which was far away from the sea, presented us
with many evidences from many sites that it had once been the sea
itself. Samples of evidences were giant clam shell, cowrie shell
etc.
Changes/(material) development did not only come from
external communication, but also from new production methods
that provided more chances for division of task and allowed better
skill, specialization, and efficiency.
Changes from roaming lives following and hunting for foods
and clothes to living together in a community for a long time
reflected the starting of foundations of cultural complexity era.
There were thousands of evidences of this period in I-San.
The famous Ban Chiang in Udon Thani province was only one
of these thousands evidences.
Since the geography of I-San was mostly consisted of plains
the moving of agricultural societies of I-San inhabitants from one
place to another place was relatively convenient; therefore,
archaeological sites of all periods were found throughout the region.
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Most archaeological sites in I-San depicted the
continuation of several settlers for thousands of
years. It could also be that one group of settlers
move out for hundreds of years before another settlers moved in. However, there was no clear evidence showing duration gap between settler
groups.
There was no clear evidence reflecting reasons
for moving either. It could only be speculated that
the moving was due to overpopulation and insufficient land for family expansion. Time went by. Family grew. All
lands were occupied. First people tried to find another land close
to their hometown and then moved further and further until later
generation could not remember their first generation and first hometown.
We could take Thai people as an example. All Thai-Chinese
in Assam, in Chan State, in Vietnam, in Cambodia, or in Thailand,
had the same ancestor. However as time went by and we lived far
away from each others for long time, our relationship were torn
apart. Some were changed from relatives to enemy, according to
historical evidences and contemporary events.
In the past it could not be that economy was the only factor
that influenced people from settling and re-settling. Politics might
have been another factor too. This could be seen in the later
development from agricultural society to urban society. The urban
society had agriculture as the basic of its economy, but the society
was expanding. It added ‘power’ as another factor and erased
nationalism or created fragmentation of tribal relationship.
Urban society in I-San may have started in the same period as
any other regions in the country but cultural sequences were not
yet correspond. Many archaeological evidences, such as, society
size, artifacts that had reflected relationship with other societies in
the surrounding areas, possible activities (mining, etc) that showed
ruling/controlling level more than town or agricultural society level,
which were found at many sites,showed that urban society in ISan could start 2,000 years ago.
Unlike in the central part of Thailand, antiques found during
that period until the 7th Century did not have Funun art. In the 7th
Century more artifacts of Chenla and Dvarvati arts, which was the
first period of the Chao Praya Basin civilization, were found in ISan.From then on more history of I-San could also be found from in
scriptions. Other archaeological evidences were prasat or tower in
Khmer art,which can be found throughout the regions, and other
Buddhist archaeological evidence like Sema or boundary stone.
From the evidences we knew that I-San inhabitants then adop
ted both Bramanism and Buddhism principles and blended the
two with local social norm to live and develop their normal life styles.

Prehistoric pottery vessels
Above : from Ban Prasat, Non Sung
district, Nakorn Ratchasima
Below : from Ban Chiang, Nong Han
district, Udon Thani
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Archaeological evidence of metal production
found in the Northest

Thai history during Ayutthaya period did not mention much
about Isan region because they hardly contacted each others.
Conversely, Isan, especially the area that was near the Mae Khong,
had closer relation to Lan Chang in terms of culture, economy,
society, and administrative power. For the areas that were far away
from the Mae Khong, they were self-governed as a community.
Until the period of Krung Thonburi, after obtained an
independence from Burma, Siam expanded its territory to Isan.
Siam occupied the areas on both sides of the Mae Khong, which at
that time, were parts of Lan Chang empire; Vientien in the central

of Lan Chang, Luang Phrabang in the north, and Chumpa Sak in the south. During
Ratanakosin period, King Rama I announced Vientien and Chumpa Sak the
dependencies of Bangkok. Other communities which were far away from the Mae
Khong, were encouraged to unite as the suburb provinces purposely to strengthen the
military power of Nakorn Ratchasima. These suburb provinces were granted to be
the fourth level dependencies. Bangkok was not interfered their administration as
long as the kingdom was in peace and they provided the annual tribute on time. Until
the reign of Rama III, after the rebellion of Chao Anuwong of Vientien, King Rama
III decreed to repeal Vientien from the dependency of Bangkok. Then, he reorganized
the suburb provinces in the northeastern part. The large dependencies overruled the
small dependencies and they reported directly to Bangkok. Most of the cities on the
left bank of the Mae Khong were overruled by Nakorn Ratchasima. Bangkok did not
directly administrate each dependency. The administrative activities had been
conducted through the first-level dependency or the Administration Department. Until
the reign of Rama V, at that time, Isan, as the boarder of the territory, was being
encountered with French invasion. Due to the fact that Siam would have been
colonized if France could occupy Isan, Bangkok had interposed the administration of
the dependencies in Isan.
At that time, Laung Phrabang, Sib Song Ju Thai, Hua Pan Tung Har Hok, and
Phuan, which were the dependencies in the northern part were invaded by Hor (18731883). Bangkok sent the troops to quash the invasion. After this invasion, Phuan was
re-administrated.
In 1885 and 1887, Hor invaded Laos, the dependency of Siam. King Rama V
sent two troops to quell the invasion. At the same time, King Rama V instructed his
policy to prevent French invasion on Laos. However, the situation was inevitable
when France was success in colonizing Annam (Vietnam). The French claimed that
Sib Song Ju Thai, Hua Pan Tung Har Hok, and Phuan were the dependencies of
Annam and French asserted its right over these dependencies.
In 1880, King Rama V, reorganized the administration of provincial
dependencies. The first-level, second-level, third-level, and fourth level dependencies
were separated into 4 parts according to its location and direction toward Bangkok.
The 4 parts were Eastern Laos province, Northeastern Laos province, Northern Laos
province, and Central Laos province. These 4 parts united 42 major cities (which
currently are in Loas and in Isan) and over 100 small cities. The major dependency of
each part had its commissioner to report directly to the high commissioner in Champa
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Sak. The reorganization was purposed for closely looking after the
welfare of people in the area. However, the most important reason
was to look out closely on the French. The reorganization facilitated
immediate action to response French without waiting for decision
from Bangkok.
In the following year, King Rama V, reduced the provinces
from 4 parts to 3 parts. These 3 parts were overruled by the royal
siblings. The first province, Laos Kao was administrated by Prince
Pichit Preechakorn. He stationed at Ubon Ratchathani instead of
at Champa Sak. There were 23 major cities and 55 dependencies
under his control. The second province, Laos Phuan was governed
by Prince Prachak Silpakom, staying at Nong Khai. He controlled
over 16 majors cities and 36 dependencies. Finally, Laos Pung Kao
was ruled by Prince Sappasitthiprasong, controlling over Sib Song
Panna, Loei, Sib Song Ju Thai, Hua Pan Tung Har Hok, and their
dependencies. Actually, he should station at Laung Phrabang, but
King Rama V decreed him to station at Nakhon Ratchasima instead.
When the collision between Siam and France was intense in
1982, the reorganization took place again. The important provinces
at boarder were united as a “canton”; those were Laos Chiang
Canton, Laos Phuan Canton, Laos Kao Canton, Khmer Canton,
and Phuket Canton.

Sema or Boundary stone of Dvarvati
culture from Kut Ngong, Chaiyaphum

During the crisis in 1893, Siam had lost many areas even though there were
hard attempt to re-administration all important dependencies. France had put
tremendous pressure on Siam and claimed their right over Sib Song Jud Thai, Hua
Pan Tung Har Hok, and Phuan. They claimed that these dependencies belong to Annam
and thus belong to France as they had colonized Annam. France continued to claim
their right over the central and southern parts of Laos, which were the cities of Kam
Kerd, Kam Muan, Chumpa Sak, and Chiang Taeng. Siam rejected France’s right over
these cities, however, in 1889, Siam had to allow France to survey the boarder of the
territory that connected to Annam. Since then, Siam and France always collided and
eventually became the battle between the two countries in 1893. The result turned out
that Siam had lost the territory over the left bank of the Mae Khong as declared on the
protocol on October 3, 1983.
From past to present, Isan is the part that most of development has been put
over the region. Nowsaday, Isanese has realized the greatness of their homeland. They
are so proud of it that they are willing to call their region “ Isan” which, in the past,
denotes the meaning of inferior, instead of “northeastern”, which is the official name
of the region. Many institutions have expressed their interest in Isan study. At present,
many of Isan study centre have been established. In the future, these centres would be
more cooperative in studying Isan, then, we would learn more about the history of
this region. This would turn out the current knowledge about Isan to be outdated. Not
only the knowledge that might be outmoded but also the technique and process of
study at present might be improved in the future.
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Ancient stone bridge know as Khmer bridge in Sakol Nakhon

Ku Santarat in Nadoon district, Mahasarakham

Historical Sites and Monument in the northeastern part of Thailand
1 Prasat Nang Buatume

21 Prasat Chom Phra

40 Nonsung Inscription

2 Prasat Wat Bho-Sridhat

22 Ku Prakona, Suwanphum

41 Phimai City, Prasat Phimai

3 Prasat Wat Ban Nong Hin

23 Dong Muang Toey Ancient City and
Inscription
4 Prasat Sra Kumpang Yai and Inscription 24 Prasat Tapriengtia
5 Prasat Sra Kumpang Noi
25 Prasat Lumpuk
6 Prasat Ban Prasat, U-Tumporn Pisai
26 Prasat Muaen Chai

Inscription,Taa Nangsrapom, Little
Hermit Resident
42 Prasat Phnom Wan and Inscription
43 Prasat and Inscription Wat Prang Thong
44 Prasat Nungkum or Ku Kasem

7 Prasat Saraee Oor, Surin
8 Prasat Srikoraphum

27 Prasat Tumtiew and Prasat Inscription
28 Prasat Ban Plung and Pottery Kiln

45 Prasat Chumpa Thong, Pukthongchai
46 Prasat Hin Na Kae

9 Prasat Ban Ku, Prang Ku

29 Prasat Ban Plai

47 Prasat Nong Hoi

10 Prasat Muang Tee

30 Prasat Ban Chang Pe

48 Prasat Sra Noi, Pukthongchai

11 Prasat Ban Pra Puad or Prasat Kaew

31 Dhat Taad Thong or Kong Kao Noi Ka

49 Prasat Wat Nong Chum Saeng

12 Prasat Ban Chanieng

Mae Stupa, Taad Thong Inscription,Yasothon 50 Prasat Hin Muang Kao

13 Prasat Kud

32 Pu Manai-Kun Dheva Inscription

51 Prasat Hin Muang Kaek

14 Prasat Pu Fai

33 Pa Taem, Khong Jiam

52 Prasat Hin Non Ku

15 Prasat Yai Ngao

34 Sema Noone Pu Ta

53 Prasat Ban Bu Yai

16 Prasat Ban Chan

35 Sema Wat Pa Arun Vijit Pattana

54 Sema City and Inscription

17 Prasat Sangsilaphachai

36 Sema Wat Phosrithungyai Inscription

55 Prasat Ban Pakho

18 Prasat Ta Moi

37 Prasat Nongben

56 Prasat Sra Plang, Chokchai

19 Prasat Phum Phone

38 Wat Oubmung Charoen Prasat and

20 Prasat Preah Vihear and
Inscription

Inscription
39 Ku Ban Ngew, Kum Khuan Kaew

57 Prasat Ban Prasat, Non Sung
58 Prasat Pol Songkram
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Prasat Phrathat Dum in Sakol Nakhon

Prasat Phimai in Nakhon Ratchasima

59 Prasat Karaburi

80 Ku Kaew and Inscription, Khon Kaen

102 Khmer Bridge

60 Wua Daeng Cave

81 Ku Puaey Noi or Wat Dhat KuThong,
Puaey

103 Prasat (Stupa or Dhat) Narai
Chaeng Weng

61 Prasat Ban Sida

82 Dhat Kham Kaen

104 Prasat Pra Dhat Pu Pek

62 Ku Ban Ku, Bua Yai

83 Ku Prapachai

105 Prasat Ku Kaew, Swang Dan Din

63 Ku Sila

84 Prasat Ku, Nong Rue

106 Pu Pa Yon – Pu Pak Wan

64 Pagoda Ban Prang, Huaytalaeng

85 Chaiwan Ancient City

65 Taijan (Thai Jan) City

86 Non Nok Ta

108 Nai Kong Soon Site

107 Pra Dhat Phnom

66 Pubpla Ancient City

87 Sema and Inscription Non Sila

109 Fa Mue Dang Cave

67 Prasat Ban Prang, Kong

88 Ku Huay Dha

110 Sema and Ancient City of Fa Dad
Sung Yang

68 Prasat Hin Ban Thanon Huk
and Inscription

89 Ancient City and Inscription of Dong
Muang Am

111 Pra Dhat (Stupa) Sri Song Rak

70 Prasat Hua Sra

90 Fa Mue Cave

112 Chieng Kan

71 Bor E-Ka Inscription

91 Chieng Hien Ancient City and Ku Sung
Yang

113 Sema Wang Sra Pung

72

Kho Chan Ngam Paints

92 Ku Santarat and Inscription Na Doon

114 Pa Kong Cave

73

Ku Sra Pung

93 Ku Ban Daeng

115 Ban Chiang

74 Prasat Ku, Chaiyaphum

94 Ku Maha Dhat

116 Nong Han Ancient City

75 Wat Prang Ku, Ban Kwa

95 Kuntharawichai Ancient City

117 Don Kaew Ancient City

76 Sema and Inscription Ban Kang,
Dhat Nong Sam Muen, Ub Mung
Pra Sung

96 Saked Nakorn Ancient City
97 Prasat Ban See Kaew
98 Prasat Nong Ku

77 Sema Kud Ngong

118 Ku Ban Cheud
119 Ban Peu
120–178 Please see Buriram Archaeologi-

99 Phnom Prai Ancient City

cal Sites List, Page 19

78 Nong Kai Nun Ancient City

100 Vieng Cook Ancient City

179 Wat Sra Kaew Inscription

79 Kon Sawan Ancient City

101 Stupa Cheung Chum and Inscription

180 Ku Ka Singh
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Table Indicating Historical Sites in Buriram Province
Amphur
(District)

Other Sites
Ancient
City

Prasat,
stupa,
Temple

Kilns site

Inscription

Sema

(piece)

(site)

Land
Reference
stone
(site)

Metallurgy
(site)

Lumplaimart

20

6

*

1

-

-

-

Muang Buriram

23

4

*

-

-

-

-

Stuk

20

-

*

-

-

-

-

Prakhonchai

19

10

*

1

-

-

-

Phut Thai Song

11

2

*

-

-

-

-

Ku Muang

11

-

*

-

-

-

1

Krasang

7

-

*

-

-

-

-

Nang Rong

14

17

*

10

1

-

-

Ban Kruad

1

5

*

-

-

-

1

Pa kham

1

8

*

6

-

1

-

Lahansai

1

4

*

2

-

-

-

Nongkee

1

1

*

-

-

-

-

Nong Hong Sub-District

11

4

*

-

-

-

-

Na Pho Sub-District

3

-

*

-

-

-

-

143

61

Total

20

1

1

(Source : Archaeology Division, The Fine Arts Department)
Remarks

1. * symbol means that there are pottery kilns but no specific units were identified
2. At some archaeological sites there are several types of evidences, such as, at Stuk, there is Stuk kiln and
Prasat Phnom Rung (Nang Rong) has many inscriptions, Kok Yang site (Ban Kruad) has Prasats and kilns
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Prasat
Prasat Phnom Rung is one of the most significant ancient
monuments of Thailand locating on the top of an extinct volcanic
Phnom Rung hill. The hill rises over 383 meters above sea level.
With the location on the top of Phnom Rung hill and its gigantic
constructions, Prasat Phnom Rung stands magnificently like the
residence of god that located on the Mount of Kailasa, as recounted
in the scripture.
Prasat Phnom Rung faces the east, a direction that is believed
to bring prosperity. Its perfect layout, meticulous design and
construction as well as its splendid stone carving have reflected
the highest worship of human beings to their Gods and the great
power of the founder.
Two pools are situated in the north-east of Prasat Phnom Rung.
The pools were the craters of the volcano and later on were modified
for religious functions at the time of the construction of the
monastery.
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1 Lower Stair
The Lower Stairway was made of laterite and divided into 3
sets of stairs starting at the eastern slope of the hill to the first
cruciform platform, which marked the first ascent to the eastern
entrance. The entrance had similar shape to the last eastern gateway;
however, there was no clear evidence or remains that could confirm
that they were identical. The platform was assumed to be the base
of the outer gateway pavilion, which was constructed of wood with
a tiled roof. From the Lower Stairway, there was inclining
causeway leading to the Upper Stairway to the main sanctu
ary. Originally the inclining causeway may be paved with laterite
or sandstone stairs. (The evidence from the excavation of the stair
ways in 2000 showed that the inclining causeway was constru
cted into multi-level slopes from volcanic stone.)
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2 The Pavilion
Thirteen metres towards the northwest of the first cruciform
platform lies a rectangular laterite platform measuring 6.4 x 20.4
metres with a pavilion rising above it. It faces south and connects
the walkway that links the first cruciform platform leading to the
upper stairway. The Pavilion has porches with stairways to its east
and west sides and the remains of 4 sandstone pillars. The east,
north, and west (except the front part on its south) of the Pavilion
are a connected laterite gallery with sandstone door and window
jambs and a Naga frame on pediments. There is doorway and steps
at the southern entrance of the Pavilion at both ends and a doorway
and steps at the eastern and northern entrance. However, the western
doorway and steps does not have any entrance. The rectangular
Pavilion and its porches have no roof. The roof is supposed to be
made of wood with tiles. The galleries are surrounded by laterite
walls with the front entrance connecting to the above-mentioned
cruciform platform.
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Because it was made mostly of laterite it is presumed that the
Pavilion was constructed in the 13th century A.D. During the 13th
century A.D. laterite was the main construction material and so
was the distinguish four-lotus-petal design and the flower design
of the Bayon style. The only thing that does not reflect the same
period is the sandstone Naga frame on the pediment. The Naga on
the pediments had 5 heads but they were not carved on a single
piece of sandstone like the Naga heads on the Naga Bridge. The
Naga frame on the pediment represents the previous Khleang style
dated to the 11th century A.D. It is assumed that the Naga frame on
the pediment was either an antique from other places used as
decoration to the new pavilion or a remaining part of a pavilion
previously located here.
It is presumed from the position of the first cruciform platform
and causeway to the main sanctuary that the Pavilion,was once
used by the king for changing his royal attire before entering the
temple or as the gathering hall of the courtiers when the king visited
the monastery. However, the real function is not known.
The Pavilion is also known as a white elephant house. However,
this could be derived from misunderstanding and assumption that
the main sanctuary was the king palace. In the past the king had to
have his royal white elephant and royal stallion. Therefore, this
pavilion was assummed to be a white elephant stable.
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Gold plaques
At the beginning of 1988, two square gold plaques were found
at the northern gallery of the pavilion. One gold plaque was carved
with eight-petal lotus design. The dimension of this gold plaque is
11.8 x11.8 cm and it weighs 11.7 grams. Another gold plaque,
which lies on top of the first gold plaque, is plain and smaller. It
weighs only 4.8 grams. Both gold plaques were inside a square
cavity of a laterite with another block of laterite on top. This square
hole was intentionally made to store things to bring luck (which in
this case are the gold plaques). According to the tradition in
constructing a Khmer Temple, the square cavities were prepared
several places in Prasat, in order to keep the sacred objects inside.
Normally, the sacred objects were kept in the stone which were
especially made for this purpose. These stones, with the sacred
objects inside, were placed at the important parts of the
constructions, such as, at the centre of the construction’s base under
the base of sacred image. These stones were usually made in large
cubic shape, with a large square cavity at centre. The large square
cavity was surrounded with small and shallow square cavities.
Additionally, the cavities to keep the sacred image were also made
at the top of Prasat. The stones were carved with small and shallow
square cavities or in other shapes, such as in an arrow shape
(Boisselier 1966: 206-207)
The gold plaques, like the ones mentioned above, had ever
been found once at Prasat Phnom Rung during the restoration in
1982 – 1986. Also, at Prasat Muang Tam during excavation in
1998, the two gold plaques were found in the square cavity within
the sandstone blocks with another stone lied on top of them. This
stone with the two gold plagues inside were found at the floor of
the centre hall of the eastern gateway.
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3 The Causeway
The 9.2 metres wide and 160 metres long Causeway connects
the first cruciform platform to the next set of stairs leading up to
the main sanctuary. It is paved with blocks of laterite and with
sandstone edges. On top of the sandstone edges on each side there
are 70 of 1.60 metres tall boundary sandstone pillars with lotus
like top standing in parallel to each other on the other side of the
causeway. The construction of similar causeway and parallel
boundary stone pillars can also be found at different Prasats in
Cambodia, for example, at Prasat Banteay Srei, Prasat Preah Vihear,
Prasat Preah Khan.
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4 The First
Naga Bridge
At the end of the causeway is the second cruciform platform
or the first Naga Bridge that connects the causeway to the Upper
Stairway and to the sacred pond. It was built of sandstone measuring
8.2 metres wide and 20 metres long and raised up about 1.5 metres.
There are wing-shape stairs at the front and at both sides of the
platform while the back side is a patio connecting to the Upper
Stairway. The platform of the First Naga Bridge is supported by
exquisitely carved sandstone pillars. The balustrades of the terrace
are in the form of Naga bodies with five-headed Naga that was
richly crowned and arched up at the corner. The Naga’s diadem
was carved in the horizontal floral design of Angkor Wat style
(1100 – 1175) dated back to the 12th century A.D.
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To its north, which is the left exit of the First Naga Bridge, is a
path to the sacred pond. The path was constructed with wellcompressed soil with laterite edge on both sides.
Another point of attraction on the First Naga Bridge is the eightpetal lotus design carved inside a double-line circle on the floor at
the centre point of the bridge platform. There are so many
interpretations to this design. Some said the eight-petal lotus
represented the eight directions of the universe and the Hinduism
Gods for each direction. Some said this was a magical symbol for
prosperity and preventing possible enemies and danger. Some said
the design marked the centre of the universe because the lotus design
was the centre point when measuring from the top of the tower.
Some said the design set a point to worship and pray to God.
There are two more Naga bridges at Prasat Phnom Rung. One
is at the eastern gateway while the last Naga bridge connects the
eastern entrance to the Main Sanctuary.
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From architectural perspective, it could be interpreted that a
Naga bridge is meant to be a connector between important entrances
or structures where a level is changed. However, in religious place
construction methodology a Naga bridge has more symbolic
implication. According to Hinduism rainbow is the bridge
connecting between human being’s world and the God’s world. In
East Asia and in India the rainbow can be associated to a Naga
who is raising up to the sky or drinking from the sea. This legend
is sometimes mentioned with 2 Naga because it is quite normal to
have 2 rainbows at the same time. Therefore, a Naga bridge can be
the bridge that connects between the 2 worlds. (Coed s 1970 : 46)
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5 The Upper
Stairway
Connected to the First Naga Bridge are five sets of sandstone
stairs measuring 16 metres wide, 52 metres long, and 10 metres
tall. Each set has terraces on both sides. There is no clear evidence
to associate small square holes at the centre point of each terrace.
On each side, which is presumed to once stand sandstone lions,
has conical sandstone with a hole in the middle. It is again presumed
that the cones maybe used to hold flags or lamps during the rituals.
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6 The Pathway to the
Main Sanctuary
From the upper stairway to the hilltop there are four square
sacred pools and a wide elevated laterite terrace with two sandstone
stairways on both sides. The central walkway of the terrace leads
to the main gateway placed at the middle of the eastern walled
gallery while the side laterite walkways connect to the minor
gateways on either side further from the main gateway. Numerous
tiles found near the place during restoration leads to the assumption
that the platform once had a wooden structure with tiled roof.
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7 The Second
Naga Bridge
At the end of the pathway lies the Second Naga Bridge. The
Second Naga Bridge connects the wide terrace to the main gateway
of the eastern walled gallery. Similar to the First Naga Bridge, it
has cruciform layout with 3 stairways – one set on the front and
the others on each side. On both sides of each stairway there is a
Naga guarding each corner and an eight-petal lotus motif carved
inside double-lined circle at the centre part. The size of the second
bridge is however smaller, i.e. 5.2 metres wide and 12.4 metres
long.
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8 The Court and the
Remains of the
Outer Gallery
The main sanctuary of Prasat Phnom Rung is surrounded by
two galleries, inner and outer and their courtyard. The Outer Gallery
is 3.10 metres width and paved with blocks of laterite. It lies 10
metres away to the north and south and 20 metres away to the
west. It connects to both side entrances to the main sanctuary and
continue to the east to connect to the main entrance.
It can be presumed from pole holders on both side of the gallery
and numerous tiles found during restoration that the Outer Gallery
was an open gallery covered with roof. In the middle of the northern,
southern, and western galleries appear traces of a cruciform
platform assumed to be the base of the gateways with tiled roof
located at each of the four directions.
The remains of the other structures can still be seen within the
compound surrounded by the Outer Gallery.
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9 Gateway and the
Inner Gallery
The Inner Gallery was walled, covered with roof and consisted
of several long and narrow rectangular rooms surrounding the main
sanctuary.
The eastern and the western walled galleries were identical and
made of laterite measuring 2.6 metrres wide and 59 metres long.
The northern and the southern walled galleries were similar and a
little longer, 68 metres long. The eastern walled gallery roof was
carved in stone to imitate a tiled roof. The roof peal was decorated
with prali or finials. The northern walled gallery was built of laterite
with sandstone door and window jambs. Numerous tiles found
during the restoration suggest that the roof had its wooden structured
and tiled.
Each of the Inner Galleries has its main gateway and another 2
minor gateways, except the southern gallery which had only one
gateway. The eastern, the southern, and the northern galleries had
windows facing the inner court. The outer wall of the galleries was
carved as false windows.
The main gateway of the eastern and the western walled gallery
had its inner and outer porches which formed a cruciform structure
when connected to the galleries. However the northern and the
southern walled galleries did not have the same design. They had
no porch. The southern walled gallery had 3 doors and the northern
walled gallery had one.
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At each corner where the galleries connected, except the northwestern corner, it formed a cruciform structure, similar to that of
the eastern and western walled galleries but smaller. These
cruciform structures had their outer walls carved to resemble 2
close wooded doors with a lock in the middle.
On pediments, decorative lintels, colonnettes and pilasters of
these gateways with doorways or false doors were beautifully carved
with floral design or scenes from Hindu epics.
The most significant relief is on the decorative lintel over the
middle doorway of the eastern walled gallery. It depicted Indra,
the God who protects the eastern direction, seated on the Gala face.
On the pediment above was Shiva sitting in lalitasana gesture, with
his right hand holding the rosary and the left hand resting on his
lap. The relief on the northern pediment of the northern walled
gateway depicted the battle scene between monkeys and Asuras
from the Ramayana.
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10 The Last Naga
Bridge
The Last Naga Bridge connects the eastern entrance to the
eastern door way of the antechamber of the Main Sanctuary. The
last Naga bridge shares the same characteristics of the previous
Naga bridges; however, it is a bit smaller measuring only 3.4
metres wide and 9.9 metres long and instead of having a eightpetal lotus motif carved in the middle it had three open lotuses
carved on a door step of the eastern entrance to the antechamber
of the main sanctuary.
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11 The Main
Sanctuary
The Main Sanctuary, which is the most important structure of
Prasat Phnom Rung precinct, is located on the hilltop as the centre
of the monastery. Its plan is in square shape measuring 8.2 metres
wide and 27 metres tall. It has a double porch in the north, south
and west. In the east lies an antechamber or mandapa measuring 8
x 10 metres by a short corridor or an antarala.
Prasat Phnom Rung plan is dated back to the 11th – 12th century
A.D., like Prasat Phimai.
The architectural element of Prasat Phnom Rung is consisted
of 3 main parts: the base, the Garbhagrha (the inner sanctum), and
the superstructure and its roof.
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The base is a plain platform carved with lotus-petal and diamond
designs.
The Garbhagrha or the inner sanctum is the most important
room of the main sanctuary used to enshrine the most important
structure of the religious place, which in this case is assumed to be
the Linga, the phallic symbol of Shiva’s creative power. The
northern entrance has a sandstone drainage channel used to drain
away sacred water during religious functions.
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The superstructure of the main sanctuary is a five tiered roof
adorned with relief of Naga, Rishis, Goddesses, directional Gods,
and guardians on pediments and antefixes.
The roof of the antechamber and the northern, southern, and
western porches has a corbelled arch roof, which is the same as
that of the gateways of the walled galleries. The ceiling is made of
carved and painted wood, which was probably painted. The red
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ceiling was referred to in one of the inscription found at Phnom
Rung as the presentation to Gods as the decoration of the
monastery.
The main sanctuary and all adjacent elements have their
doorways in the same line. It is possible that the northern and
southern doorway once has a two-wooden door panel with
similar style to the false doors carved on the walled gallery.
Outside on both sides of the gateways there are holes used
to install door guardians, Dvarapala, to protect the abode of
god. On the floor in front of the platform, there are stairs
carved with lotus petal designs, similar to those on the Naga
bridges.
All the gateways may not be able to use as entrance. Inside
of the eastern gateway of the main sanctuary, there are holes
used to install the sculpture. From the size of the holes, it is
believed that the sculpture is quite massive and it should block
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this entrance. Therefore, only the northern and southern gateways
are presumed to be the cardinal entrance.
Several parts of the main sanctuary, such as, upper and lower
part of the wall, decorative pillars, pedestal, lintels, pediments,
porches, and antefixes are decorated with carved designs of flora,
figures of Hindu Gods and Goddess as well as a famous Hindu
legend, Ramayana and Mahabharata
From the architectural style it could be presumed that the main
sanctuary it was built in the 12th century A.D.
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Lintel and Pediment Depicting Ramayana Legend
Ramayana is one of the scripture in Hinduism. It is about
Rama, one of incarnations of Narayana(Vishnu),called
Ramavatara or Ramajandhravatara, coming to earth to defeat
Asura. These Asura was leaded by Ravana (ten-headed Asura).
The oldest version of Ramayana in Sanskrit was written by
the Brahma, yogi Valmiki since 2,400 years ago. Ramayana
in Thai version is slightly different from Sanskrit version, in
parts of locations in the scenes and the names of the characters.
The depicting Ramayana at Phnom Rung should be based
on the Sanskrit version which was written before Thai version.
Thai version was just written during Ratanakosin period.
Aranya Kanda or Rama wanders in the forest.
Rama, his wife, Sita and his brother, Lakshmana set out
of Ayodhya to wander in the forest for 14 years. In “Thanthaka”
forest, they faced Viradh, an Asura who intended to kidnap
Sita (picture A). Rama and Lakshmana fought with Viradh
(picture B)and Viradh was killed eventually. Three of them
continued their journey to the hermitage of Panjavardi.
Ravana, the ten-headed ruler of Lanka who was so powerful,
devised plan to abduct Sita. He sent a magical deer to seduce
Rama and Lakshmana to go off the hermitage for hunting the
deer ( picture C ) : Rama draws his bow at the deer). Ravana
appeared as a hermit to seduce Sita ( picture C ), however,
Sita did not believe. Ravana, then, returned himself to his
own shape (ten-headed and twenty-handed) and carried Sita
off to Lanka. The king of vulture, Jatayu, tried to save her
from the hands of Ravana but Ravana defeated him finally.
Kishkindha Kanda or Rama defeated Palee, the ruler of
Kiskindh
Palee, the king of monkey had fought with his brother,
Sugriva. Palee banished his brother from the city. Rama and
Sugriva had met and they promised to help each other. Finally,
Palee was killed by Rama’s arrow(picture D): two monkeys
are fighting, signifying Palee and Sugriva. Rama is on the
left, drawing his bow at Palee). Sugriva claimed over the throne
of Kishkindh and promised to send the band of monkey to
help Rama fighting with Ravana.
Sundar Kanda or Hanuman is in Lanka to find Sita
Rama sent Hanuman, the king of monkeys, flying to Lanka
in order to find Sita. Sita was in the grove, going to kill herself.
Hanuman saved her in time and offered Rama’s ring to her
(picture E)Sita refused to go back with Hanuman because she
concerned for her reputation.
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Yuddhaphanda or the battle between Rama and
Ravana (picture F – G)
The battle between two armies (monkey-asura)
happened many times in Ramayana. The pictures
demonstrate one of the important battles called
“Indhrachit Battle”. Indhrachit fought for Ravana. He
was very powerful. Once he bound Rama and
Lakshmana with Naga (the rope was made of Naga picture F). Ravana ordered Trichada to take Sita to
the battlefield (picture G). Hanuman was trying to
release Rama and Lakshmana from the Naga rope.
Then, a garuda, flew over the battlefield, and thus
made the naga to run away (garuda and naga were
enemy). Then, Rama, Lakshmana and everyone are
survived from the battle.
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12 Prang Noi
Next to the main sanctuary in the southwest corner is a small
sanctuary called Prang Noi or little Prang (Prasat). It faces east and
measures 6 x 6 metres and 5.5 metres high. The top of Prang Noi
was probably ruined and it was possible that during the restoration
later on some parts of the ruined top was used. It was once found
that the back side of a block of beautifully carved sandstone was
paved as walkway.
Prang Noi was constructed of sandstone with laterite inner wall.
There is only one entrance in the east whereas the other sides are
carved false doors imitating wooden door panels with a lock in the
middle. Carved stones adorning the lintels of Prang Noi are different
those of the Main Sanctuary. The lintels at the main sanctuary are
carved emphatically the picture of person figure, while, at Prang
Noi, the carvings are mostly the floral design with a small person
figure at the low-middle part of the lintels. However, the lintels at
both places, the main sanctuary and Prang Noi, are also carved
with god figures. Similar to the relief of the eastern pediment, it is
depicted the floral design with Krishna lifting the mountain
Govardhana from “Krishnavatar”, one of incarnations of Vishnu.
The frame of this lintel is carved with crownless Naga. The art
style and the depicting on the lintel are the typical Baphuon art
style (1007-1107), slightly combining with Kleang or Khlang art
style, which is the art style of the previous period (965-1015). From
the combination of the two art styles, it can be assumed that Prang
Noi was constructed since the 11th century.
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The carvings of Narayana
Vishnu or Narayana always
incarnates to resolve crisis and return
peace to the earth. Most carving stones
adorning Prasat Phnom Rung depict 3
distinguished incarnations of Vishnu :
Vamanavatara , Ramachandravatara ,
and Krishnavatara.
Ramachandravatara or Ramavatara
is the carvings which based on the
scripture of Ramayana.
Vamanavatara
Vishnu incarnated as a dwarf
Brahma to defeat Plee, the king of
underwater world. Asura Plee and its
troop had invaded heaven, until all gods
and goddesses, had no place to abide.
They asked Vishnu to help them.
Vishnu, then, incarnated as a dwarf
Brahma named Vamana. Asura Plee did
not realize that Vamana was Vishnu’s
incarnation, he, therefore, worshipped
Vamana and announced to offer
anything that Vamana would ask.
Hence, Vamana asked for the land of
“three-step”. Asura Plee poured the
water to insist his promise on Vamana
(picture A, B, picture of people in the
frame). Then, Vamana expressed his
power by putting his first step on the
heaven, the second on earth (picture A,
B, and C, a big person figure with a
large step). Then, Vamana showed
himself as Vishnu and put the third step
on the head of Asura Plee and banished
him from earth to the underwater
world.
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Krishnavatara
Vishnu incarnated as Krishna
who was powerful and stronger
than all human-being. He
incarnated to defeat Phya
Kangsa, who invaded the cities
of all kings. When Krishna was
born, his father, Vasuthep,
brought him to Nandhra, the
cowpuncher, because he was
scared that Phya Kangsa would
kill his son. Krishna was grown
up and one day had a fight with
Naga Galiya (picture D). He
defeated the Naga. Krishna gave
advice to Nandhra to worship
with the offerings to the
mountain Govardhana instead of
Indra. Then, Krishna was up to
the mountain to receive the
offerings, acting himself as a
god. Indra was so angry with him
that he sent the hard raining and
flood in order to drown the
cowpuncher and all of the
animals. Krishna used his finger
to lift the mountain Govardhana
up as an umbrella (picture E) for
7 days until Indra has stopped
the rain. Phya Kangsa planned
to kill Krishna so he invited
Krishna to fight with him.
Krishna killed an elephant
(picture F, Krishna fights with an
elephant by one hand, and with
the lion by the other hand). Then,
he killed Phya Kangsa (picture
G).
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13 The Two Brick
Sanctuaries
Near the main sanctuary to the northeast are the remains of
two brick sanctuaries measuring about 5x5 metres. One faces to
the east and another to the south. There might be another one
sanctuary facing to the north which is matched to the sanctuary
facing to the south. The sanctuary facing to the north may be
demolished when the main sanctuary was constructed.
These two brick sanctuaries have the entrances, adorning with
sandstone colonette. The historian of art-style had studied and
assumed that these colonettes can be dated to the 10th century. The
two sandstone sculptures were also found on site. The art-style of
these sculptures is in the same period of those on the colonettes.
Therefore, it can be presumed that these sanctuaries were
constructed around the 10th century and they were the oldest
constructions remaining in compound with Prasat Phnom Rung.
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14 Vihara or The
Two Libraries
To the southeast and northeast of the main sanctuary are the
remains of the laterite rectangular structures. Each has only one
doorway with a corbelled arch roof.
The southeast structure faces west measuring 11.6 x 7.1 metres
and 5 metres high. The northeast structure faces south, probably to
avoid the two old sanctuaries at the area, measures 14.5 x 8.5 metres
and 3 metres high. This style of structure is known in Khmer art as
the library, as it is believed to be used to store sacred manuscripts.
The structure was built of laterite, which was the most popular
material used during the Bayon period. It was therefore assumed
that the two Vihara were built in the 13th century A.D.
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Technique to Build the Stone Towers
The stone towers has been built using massive stones, piled on top of one
another to erect edifices of the constructions. Nothing is used to connect each stone
together, except a good fit, weight and gravity of each single piece. However, some
parts require tools to strengthen the structure in particular such as at the edges or
corners of the constructions. There is evidence that the I-shaped, Z-shaped, and
paddle-shaped irons are used as a tool to hold the stones together and to prevent
them from moving. On top of two stones are carved with a hole. When they are
connected to each other, the hole will be fit with the shape of the iron to be put on
them. Then, the melting lead will be poured into the hole to adhere the iron with the
two stones.
The technique to prevent movement of the sandstone wall above the
doorways or windows is different. These stones above the doors or windows are
horizontally carved in order to thrust the wooden beam in to the hole. In case, the
weight of these stones is immense, the technique is also different. Above the door,
large stones are pile on top of one another from both rims of the door, gradually
arching to each side and then touching at the top as a triangle shape. Each layer is
horizontally carved in order to pierce the wooden beam inside for supporting the
weight of the upper layers and preventing movement of each stone. At the windows,
the round balusters made of sandstone are added to the window.These balusters
are purposed for decorating and also for supporting the weight of large stones
above the window.
To build the stone towers, the equipment is needed to help elevating the
massive stones to place over one another, especially at the upper part of the tower.
The weight of each stone is immense and thus makes it difficult to move by labor.
There is no evidence to support this idea, but it is believed that there might be the
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using of equipment like a tackle to facilitate the moving of these huge
stones. This idea is supported by the round stone found on site. Many
historians assume that this round stone might be part of such equipment.
There also found the stones which were perforated a hole at both ends
in order to lift or move them. It is assumed that the stone were wedged
from the wooden shim and then bound the wooden shim with rope in
order to lift it up. Or they might use the metal pincers to hold at the
holes on the stone to lift it up. The holes were normally made at the
low-middle part of the stone. This was to facilitate moving and
returning the stone in order to polish the stone at bottom and both
sides.
The sandstone blocks were prepared carefully before lifting
up to pile over one another. Each stone was polished all four faces to
make the flat surface so that it was fit with each other when they were
placed together. When the stones were piled up according to the
structure, they were cut in order to get the even surface. Then, the
surface was polished and prepared for the carvings. The carvings might
be started with drawing on the stone and then gradually carved the
detail of the design.
The process in constructing Prasat is witnessed at the southern
gallery at Prasat Phom Rung. Around this area, the stones were piled
up as a wall; at some parts the stones’ surfaces are not level. Some
stones still have the holes that were made for moving or lifting it.
Near the stone wall, the next step of constructing is demonstrated.
The stones were flattened already. The holes on stones were
disappeared because they were cut off. Sometime, the holes were made
so deep that there were some marks left on the stones.
Next to this area is the eastern gallery. We would see the further
step in constructing process. The stone wall in this area is polished
and ready for the carving. Next to this area, the carving had been started.
However, most of the carvings in Prasat were not finished yet. This is
the evidence to support the idea that the carvings decorated on Prasat
Phom Rung had been made after constructions.
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Hindu Deities
Hinduism has its origin in India. Evolving from the ancient Brahmanism, it has
begun with the worship of nature and has deified phenomenon believed to be superior to all
beings. Thus, people have satisfied god by singing mantra or making the worship in order to
bring fortune for themselves. Norms and traditions of the worship had been simply performed
in the early period and were later developed to be more complicated. Brahmans have been
the ones in charge of carrying out religious ceremonies and thus makes them more powerful
and influential even than the king just because of the fact that they connected god to human.
Brahmans have been rendered highest in the caste society where people have been
classified, according to their status, to 4 varnas which are Kshatriya, Brahmin, Vaishya and
Shudra, consecutively. The discrimination in the form of caste system has been unquestionably
accepted owing to the Hindu mythology which is believed that all occurrences are determined
merely by god.
Brahmanism has been constantly adapted and developed in conforming to the
changing society’s needs and values, as well to compete with other religions which were
infiltrated in India as a result of the invasions by other nations. As consequence, the form of
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religion was gradually transformed until it has become so-called “Hinduism” these days.
It has split into two dominations which are Saivaism and Vaishnavaism.
In Hinduism, there is a large amount of deities. The original ones in the early
period such as Indra or Varuna are still respected until now, but their significance gets
less. The three principal gods of Hinduism are Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva. Altogether,
they are called Trimurti (three forms, Tri = three, murti = form). These 3 gods are respected
unevenly. Although there have been attempts to combine all gods together, Hindus
normally worship only one god. As consequence, Hinduism is separated into several
denominations depending on the gods they respect. One which worships Shiva called
Saivism, another which worships Vishnu called Vaishnavism. Both of them also have
sub-denominations of their own. On contrary, although Brahma is one of the principal
gods like Shiva or Vishnu, he does not have a particular denomination of his own.
Additionally, there is also a denomination, such as Sakti (power or strength), which
respects the goddesses who are the consorts of the principal gods for example Uma Shiva’s consort, Lakshmi – Vishnu’s, Sarasvati – Brahma’s, in believing that the wives
are the husbands’ source of power and strength. Normally, Uma is the most-respected.
She reincarnates into several forms which are called differently.
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Brahma – It is believed that Brahma is the creator of the
world and everything in it. He was most respected in the early
period. At first, he was only an abstract, without forms, until later
that the Brahmins created his appearance to make it easier for people
to worship. Thus, he has become the god of four faces and four
arms, has a wife called Sarasvati and has a hamsa as vehicle. His
origin has been narrated differently. But in the recent scriptures
such as Purana, it is believed that he is born out of Vishnu’s navel.
Although Brahma is the creator of the world, he has not actually
been much respected. There is not any denomination which respects
him in particular; instead he is included in other denominations
which respect the other two principal gods.
Vishnu – Vishnu is the protector of the world and is the
symbol of honesty, virtue, and compassion. For Vaishnavism, he is
the greatest god of all. In the Vaishnava scriptures such as Vishnupurana or Patamapurana,
he is revered as both the creator of everything on earth and all three principal gods which
are Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva in order to have them performed three important duties
which are; to create, to protect, and to destroy. As Vishnu is the protector of the world, he
reincarnates time and again when the world faces catastrophe in order to bestow all living
beings with grace and conquer all the evils. There are ten important incarnations which are
altogether called “Dasavataras or ten forms of Narayana” (including the form of Lord
Buddha) which are; Matsya (fish), Kurma (tortoise), Varaha (boar), Narasimha (man-lion),
Vamana (dwarf), Parasurama (Brahmin with an axe), Rama, Krishna, Buddha (Lord
Buddha), Kalkin (a man on a white horse).
Vishnu has over a thousand names for example; Narayana (moving in the water),
Anantasayana (declining on Ananta), Jaturapuja (four-armed) etc. He has four arms. two in
the back hold a conch and a discus, another two in front symbolize forgiveness and happiness
or in some cases hold a mace or lotus. Vishnu has a consort called Lakshmi or Sri, a garuda
as vehicle, and a chamber called Vayakun
Shiva – Shiva is the destroyer of the world. He is the greatest god in Saivaism. In
the Shivapurana scripture, it is stated that he is the origin of the universe including all three
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principal gods. Shiva in his human form has three eyes, one in the
middle of the forehead, with matted hair decorated with crescent
moon. He wears tiger, elephant, or dear skin and has snakes as an
ornament. His different weapon is called Trisula but people mostly
worship the lingas which are made in different sizes. Actually, there
are two kinds of lingas which are; movable, made of soil, metal or
precious stone, and unmovable which can be divided into several
kinds. His abode locates on Mount of Kailasa. He has a consort
called Uma or Parapati and other names, and sons called Ganesa
or Vighnesvara, Kamara, Skanda or Kartikeya. Nandi or Usuparaja
Bull is his vehicle. Both his consort and his sons, along with the
vehicle is highly respected among his Saiva followers.
Shiva has numerous amount of names according to his
forms and might, as well as the legends according to his origins. In
Thailand, he is well-known as Isavara in the ancient scripture, he is called Rudra (the destroyer)
and later he has got the name Shiva which means the cleaner. This relates to his duty as the
destroyer in that to destroy is to eradicate the impurity. After the destruction, he builds a new
world of purity. This is the reason why he is called Isvara, Mahesa or the Mahadeva, which
means the greatest god of all. Other important names are Mahayogi (the great ascetic), MahaKala, Kala, Mrityunjaya (vanquisher of death), Sankara, Sarva, Sadasiva, Sambhu (the
auspicious), Visavanatha (Lord of the universe), Isana (ruler), Babhra, Bhagavat (the great
lord), Sthanu (the firm), Digam (Lord of the sky), Bhutesavara (lord of all spirits), Girisa (lord
of Himalaya), Pasu-pati (lord of beings, lord of animals), Trilojana Tryambaka (three-eyed),
Panchanana (five-faced or five-mouthed), Virupaksha (the abnormal or vanquisher of demons),
Nilakantha (black-necked – from drink the poisonous water in the river of Kasira), Garitativasasa
(wearing and sitting on tiger or holding a dear), Kapala-malin Kapalin (wearing a garland of
skulls), Hara (seizer), Jala-murti (whose form is water), Aghora (horrible), Chandrasekhara
(wearing crescent moon), Dhuyati (wearing matted hair), Bhairava (the fierce), Gangadhara
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(the bearer of the Ganges – he uses his hairs to prevent the celestial river of Ganga
to flood the earth), Jata-dhara (matted hair).
Apart from lingas, the images of Shiva are also built in different forms such
as; Samharamurti – the fierce or the destroyer, Anugrahamurti – the merciful who
brings happiness to his followers, Nrittamurti – the dancer, along with Dakshinamurti
which express him as the Great Yogi who is above all occurrences and who gives all
living humans the intellects which are; wisdom, concentration, yoga, philosophy,
and music etc.
Sculptures and carvings normally depict Shiva in some forms such as; Umamahesvaramurti – the two-or-four-armed Shiva holding Uma who is sitting on his
laps, Nataraja – the dancing Shiva which symbolizes the creation and the destruction,
- Ardhanarisvara the combination of Shiva and Uma, Harihara – the combination of
Shiva and Vishnu, Yoga-Dakshinamurti – four-armed Shiva posing as yoga etc.
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SAIVAISM at
Phnom Rung
Prasat Phnom Rung is a Hindu monastery.
This can be proved by all the stone carvings which appear all over the place
from the entrance to the inside of the main sanctuary. They all depict such major
Hindu Gods as Shiva or Vishnu, including such other gods as Indra or various Gods
of directions etc.
Normally, the decoration of Prasat Phnom Rung is created in the form of
stone carvings displayed at the various parts of the sanctuary; at Lintel – a rectangular
stone placed above the door frame with the flat side up, at Pediment – the triangle
area above the lintel, at the door frame pillar, or the pillar attached to the stone wall,
etc. These stone carvings portray the form of nature, for instances, vines, garland,
animals, beings or story-telling images.
The carvings on the sanctuary, especially the story-telling ones, do not aim
only to be the decoration, but also to depict the stories in the scriptures which such
sanctuary belong to. Thus, it is these carvings that inform us of to which religion,
which sub-religion or which god each sanctuary is dedicated.
Prasat Phnom Rung is the sanctuary in Saivaism considering from its stone
carvings which mostly depict the importance of Shiva or other gods related to him.
Usually, the story-telling carvings in each sanctuary portray several major
gods as Shiva (Isvara)Vishnu (Narayana) or sometimes Brahma. This demonstrates
the worship of 3 Hindu triad which is called Trimurti. However, the importance
given to each god is different. Some Saiva or Shiva-dedicated sanctuaries may contain
several Vishnu carvings, sometimes even exceed the Shiva ones, but they are not
located at the most important position of the sanctuaries.
Among the parts of Prasat, the most important one is the hall inside the main
sanctuary which is called Garbhagrha. This is because it is the place where the most
sacred image is located. Consequently, the carved lintel which is rendered most
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important is the one that is situated above the door frame of this hall. Thus, apart from the image of
god which is located in Garbhagrha, the lintel inside this hall is another way to consider which god
such sanctuary belongs to.
At Prasat Phnom Rung, the sacred image located in Garbhagrha of the main sanctuary has
long disappeared. There left only the channel of which sacred water flowed from where once the
sacred image situated. This channel was connected to the water pipe hidden under the floor and the
northern door toward outside of the main sanctuary in order to let the water out for the worshippers
who would drink, wash their face or sprinkle their bodies for their fortune. Accordingly, the inner hall
is the most important part and consequently the lintel carving of god located at the door of this hall is
also the most sacred.
The lintel above the eastern inner door of the sanctuary depicts the image of 5 Yogis (hermits)
praying on their knees. The lintel above the southern face is almost the same picture, apart from the
Yogi in the center which holds a rosary and the small-sized Yogi at both rims. These carvings signify
Shiva dedication because Shiva is the god of Yoga or the Great Yogi.
Moreover, at the pediments both outside and at the entrance of the main sanctuary, there are,
respectively, the carving of Dancing Shiva and the huge sitting Yogi, which signifies Shiva, with right
hand at the chest holding rosary and left hand resting on the laps. This is Shiva in the form called
Daksinamurti. Although the carvings on lintels and pediments all over the sanctuary tells the stories
of Vishnu in several forms such as Krishna, Narasimha, Rama or Ramayana, including Vishnu declining
on Ananta (Anantasayana), the Shiva carvings are situated at the most prominent position of the
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sanctuary which, consequently, supports the previous assumption that this place was a dedication to
Shiva or was Saiva sanctuary.
Anyway, the location of Phnom Rung on the mountain denotes to Saivaism tenet that, according
to the Hindu scripture, Shiva also resided up on the Mount of Kailasa. The decision to construct this
sanctuary on the mountain was not pointless but might be the intention to create the symbol of the
sacred mountain of god according to the traditional construction of Prasat in Khmer culture, the one
which was full up with connotation and discipline.
Additionally, the inscriptions, especially the most important ones (no. 7 and 9), begin with the
hymn to Shiva. This could also be another evidence to support the idea that Prasat Phnom Rung was
aimed to be the sanctuary of Shiva. To inscribe the poems at any holy place, it was the tradition that
the poet must start with praising gods or respected figures that such place was dedicated to. Moreover,
in the next section of the inscriptions, there also exist the words which relate to Saivaism such as
Pasupata (denomination of Saivaism). The last inscription, found in 1987, also mentions about the
making of linga, golden Dancing Shiva, and Golden Vishnu. It is clearly stated that these figures were
built in the house of Shiva, which indicates that Shiva is the principal of this sanctuary.
Other architectures in the main sanctuary area, such as two brick tower bases, a small tower
made with sandstone called Prang Noi or little tower, can also signify that Phnom Rung was a Hindu
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monastery. Considering the design of architecture and sculpture, these constructions have
various aging from 15th century B.E. (brick stupas), 16th century B.E. (little stupa), to 17th
century B.E. (main sanctuary).
Moreover, several Hindu sculptures were found, except the main figure in the
hall of the main sanctuary which had long disappeared. This figure might probably be
Shivalinga, the symbol of Shiva which Hindus always build and place in the hall of the
Saiva sanctuary.In addition, the images of gods in Mahayana Buddhism have also been
found here.
It can be said that Prasat Phnom Rung is the Saiva temple. It was intended to be
not only the residence for Shiva, comparable to the one on Mount of Kailasa, but also the
monastery to perform religious ceremonies according to Hindu tradition from 10th century
until the end of 12th century or the beginning of 13th century.
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Shivanataraja
Nataraja, Natesa, Natesvara, or Naritesvara signifies Shiva the dancing god. InSaivakhama
and Bharatanataya, it is stated that Shiva has 108 dancing styles.
Shivanataraja relates to the creation and the destruction of the universe. It manifests
theeternal power to perform five activities which are; to create, to preserve, to destroy or to
withhold,to conceal (means to conceal the truth with different forms, illusion, and delusion), and
to rewardthe loyalty. Shiva carries out these activities in the same time through the performing of
his handsand feet, thus makes him able to keep the balance between life and death.
While dancing in heaven, he would be surrounded by his followers, the other two
principalgods, Vishnu and Brahma, the goddesses, along with his consort, Uma, his sons, Ganesa
and Skanda or Kumara, and his vehicle, Nandi. Occasionally, there would be a “troupe”, which
isGanesa’s servants,playing the music while Shiva is dancing. Ascetics may also appear,as well
asa loyal follower called Karaikalammaiyar. However, for the dancing called “Tanadava”,Shiva
would dance in the cemetery or crematorium among the spirits.For the image of Shivanataraja at
Phnom Rung, the pictures of the surrounding followersare in the damaged condition with their
faces corroded. From the remain of the picture, the one onShiva’s far left might probably be
Ganesa considering the trace of an elephant head. Next, we seethe left one of a pair of arms which
can be assumed as the four-armed Vishnu. The one sittingright at the Shiva’s feet might be Brahma
considering the trace of three faces. On Shiva’s right aretwo women with flabby breasts. The ugly
might probably be Karaikalammaiyar, the follower whoworships Shiva with loyalty.
However,considering that there are altogether two women and afteran inspection of the previous
photos taken before their faces corroded, it turns out that these wo-men have faces of giant,
protruded eyes,two fangs at the corners of the mouths,their necks rodeby children ,and their hands
holding those children’s ankles. Thus, it is not reasonable to assu-me that the one of woman in the
picture is Karaikalammaiyar.
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THE SHIVA WORSHIP
Normally, the Hindus will worship their respected god daily at home or at the
sanctuary by showing highest esteem to the image of god either in the form of
prostrating themselves or praying hymn to gods, along with the offering of food in
the belief that god has all the necessities like human, and finally pleading for happiness
and fortune for themselves. Apart from the daily worship, they also worship in special
occasions such as religious ceremonies or ceremonies regarding the cycle of life
(e.g. birth or death)
Mostly, the offering consists of flowers, rice, milk, and butter, according to
the ancient tradition of fire worship which included these things. Later, the religion
has evolved and the worship of life has become widely held. Such animals as sheep,
goat, buffalo, chicken, or bird were burned alive and their fresh blood put in fire.
This tradition has later been adapted according to place and time.
The evidence regarding the worship of god at Prasat Phnom Rung, found in
almost every inscription, concerns the worship of Shiva, mostly about the food offered
to him or his sanctuary. The offering, not different from the ancient Indian tradition,
includes milk (inscription no. 3), 2 pots of cooked rice (inscription no. 4) for
Phragamaratengjakata, another name for the image of the principle god Shiva, and
other miscellaneous food such as a goat, a pig, a bottle of liquor, peanut, sesame, or
uncooked rice, etc.
Although there is no mention about flowers in the inscriptions, there is, in
one of the stone carvings, a picture of a man and a woman offering the worship to
god. The woman is holding the flower tray while the man is holding the offering tray
in one hand and lotus flowers in another. This can be assumed that lotus flowers
have been commonly used as worship for a long time. The lotus worship is also
referred both in Siva-purana scripture and the folktale about Vishnu, the one regarding
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the war in heaven between Vishnu and the devil who can be conquered only by particular
weapon. It is required that Vishnu has to worship Shiva daily with 1,000 lotus flowers in
order to acquire such weapon.
Apart from the offering of food for Shiva, the inscriptions also mention about
the offering of other things to other gods and to the sanctuary itself. For instances, in the
inscription no. 9, Narendraditya offered a swing called “a fine swing” to Isvara called
Bhadaresvara and a huge palanquin to Sambhu residing on a vast mountain. Both names
can be implied as Shiva. Moreover, he also offered a golden swing to goddess of the
sanctuary. These offerings were made for different purposes. One was to make merit for
the king’s sake, and another was to bring happiness to his beloved mother.
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Additionally, in the inscriptions found at Phnom Rung, there is a mention about the
offering of other commodities such as rice and grain rice, spices, fragrance, household
utensils, or even elephants and horses to the sanctuary and hermitage. These offerings
could both be used for religious ceremonies or for other purposes, such as to feed the
Brahmins, the conductors of the ceremonies, and the guardians of the sanctuary as stated
in the inscription no. 4 that there was the offering of slaves, male and female, in order to
give services to god and hermitage. These slaves were governed in the form of hierarchy
with the Brahmans being in the highest rank. In the inscription no. 5, there is the list of
these slaves, who probably were the ones in charge of handling and arranging the ceremonies
in the monastery or hermitages. Such hermitages might well include the ones nearby
inhabited by yogis and hermits.
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The worship of Shiva at Phnom Rung was, according to Hindu tradition,
performed daily by pouring water on the lingas and offering the worship to god. The
worshippers were usually the Brahmins who were in charge of various duties in the
monastery. Hindus also come to worship both on the normal days and on religious
occasions. But when there were formal ceremonies, such as official ceremonies or royal
ceremonies, they would not be allowed to enter the inner hall of the main sanctuary, they
could just enter to the northern gallery of the main sanctuary, waiting for the sacred
water from the pipe that connected from inside to this area. For the royal ceremonies
which the king or the high-rank officials attended, merely the king or the royal families
would be allowed to walk on the middle pathway. The king’s attendants would walk up
from the side laterite stairway and enter the gallery by the side entrances. The only
persons who could enter the sacred hall (Garbhagrha), where located the respected lingas,
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were the Brahmins performing the ceremonies and perhaps the king. Moreover, these
Brahmins would only be the one in high-rank or Purohita respected by the king or the head
of Brahmins who was the commanding ruler of the monastery, village or city appointed by
the king.
Although the evidence about the worship of god in special festivals is not found in
the inscriptions, it is believed that the significant ceremony, which still survives until these
days, such as the festival of Great Shiva Night were also performed then. This is the most
important religious occasion in Saivaism on which people perform the Shiva worship from
dusk until
dawn.
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History from the Inscriptions

Inscription is the letters or words engraved on the hard
materials such as stone wall, stone sheets, or ceramics. The purpose
to create an inscription is to inform or announce any story to other
people as a written record. The inscriptions, which were built in
the past, are the important archaeological evidence that demonstrate
life style in the ancient age; how people live together, the languages
they use to communicate, their ethnics, cultures, belief and religions.
The inscriptions found in the northeast of Thailand can be
dated to the 7th century as same as the inscriptions found in other
regions. The inscriptions give information about “religious
language” both in Hinduism and Buddhism, which were the two
main religions of the ancient people inhabited around this area.
The letters of the inscriptions are the type of Indian letter called
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“Pallava”which were used during the reign of Pallava in the south
of India. The letters “Pallava” might be entered to this regions from
the exchange of cultures between these two empires in the past.
Later, the letter was developed to “Post Pallava” and
“Khmer” which were used in Sanskrit, ancient Khmer and finally
became the main language in this region.
The history of the indigenous people living around this area
can be figured by reading and translating the inscriptions combining
with other archaeological evidences.
The inscriptions found in Buriram province go back at least
the 7th century. Later, found at the ancient communities and Khmer
Temples, these inscriptions can be dated to the 8th-9th century.
At Prasat Phnom Rung, many inscriptions have been found,
some engraved on the stone stele in the sanctuary, some engraved
on the metal utensils from various ages.
The studies and translations of the ancient words or
languages on the inscription together with other archaeological
evidences have unfolded the interesting legend of Prasat Phnom
Rung.
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The Name of Phnom Rung and
Kamaratengjakata of Phnom Rung

Nowadays, “Phnom Rung” is both the name of the monastery itself and the mountain where it
locates.
“Phnom Rung” had been so named for more than 900 years. The period where this name first
appeared was contemporary to the period where the first sanctuaries had been built.
HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn , in the thesis for her Master Degree of Arts in 1978
entitled “Inscriptions found at Prasat Phnom Rung”, has given the definition of the word “Phnom
Rung” as:
“Phnom Rung” means a huge mountain. The word itself is the derivation from the Khmer
language and was found appearing in four of the Khmer-language inscriptions (no.2, 3, 4 and K1090)
found at Phnom Rung. They can be, nowadays, spelled or pronounced as “Phnom Rung”. Moreover,
in the largest Sanskrit-language inscriptions (no. 7-9), although the word “Phnom Rung” has not
existed, it has been found that there was also the use of other words which was synonymous to “Phnom
Rung” when referred to a huge mountain.
In addition, the Princess has also stated that the word “Ramayakhiri” or a pleasant mountain,
as appeared in the inscriptions (no. 7-9), means the meditation site similar to Shiva’s meditation site
on Mount Kailasa. This “Ramayakhiri” might stand for Phnom Rung or could be any other mountain
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in Buriram and might be the origin of its name which also means a
Pleasantville. (Thesis*. 5-6, 110-111)
After linguists of ancient languages have already read,
translated, and analyzed the scripts used in all four Khmer-language
inscriptions where the word “Phnom Rung” has existed, they came
to conclusion that the name “Phnom Rung” had been in use since
989 or around 11th centuries (Phnom Rung inscription no.2 :
Inscriptions in Thailand Vol. 3: 126-129)
The word “Phnom Rung” found in the inscriptions was
not used separately but related to other words or phrases. This
leads us to the belief that the word might be in use before or in the
same period of the building of the sanctuaries on the mountain.
Below are the example of words or phrases in the
inscriptions which related to the word “Phnom Rung”:
“Please kindly dedicated the land of Ta Klong…offer to Phra Kamaratengjakata of Phnom
Rung…” (Phnom Rung inscription no.2 : Inscriptions in Thailand Vol. 3: 126-129)
“Klon Pol had bought (land) for the Phrabhuvisaya of Phnom Rung called Vap Non and the
land intended for the building of sanctuary,Klon Pol had bought for Vap Born, Phrabhuvisaya of
Vijayaburi…responsible for the guarding of the monastery and all the religious ceremonies…” (Phnom
Rung Inscription no. 3) “had bought the land from Phra Changwad (province) to build the city and the
hermitage and had given these slaves on the list offering to Phra Kamaratengjakata of Phnom Rung…..is
the Royal announcement, signed by the city of Lambeng offers….rice to the hermitage…..offers
elephants, horses from the north and the north-east to Phra Kamaratengjakata of Phnom Rung. Phra
Jangwad of the city of Lambeng offers to Phra Kamaratengjakata of Phnom Rung….” (Phnom Rung
inscription no.4 : Inscriptions in Thailand Vol. 3: 258-263) “all the villages and all the fields offered
to Phra Kamarateng An Phnom Rung….” (Inscription K1090. Thesis: 50)
From these messages, it can be noted that “Phnom Rung” is related to three nouns which are
Phra Kamaratengjakata, Phra Kamarateng An and Phrabuvisaya
Phrabhuvisaya was the official position or title, the same as Klon, Vap, Maratan, Sten, which
has appeared in the ancient Khmer inscriptions found at Phnom Rung or other ancient sites.
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After linking the content of Phnom Rung inscription no.3
which mentions “Phrabhuvisaya of Phnom Rung” with other
context, it can be presumed that Phnom Rung might be the name
of the community which was larger than village or could even
reached the size of the city, same as Vijayaburi (if interpreted as
the name of a city). In this case, Phnom Rung might stand both for
the name of the community and also for its monastery.
The content of Phnom Rung inscriptions no. 2, 4 and K
1090 assured that Phnom Rung was the name of the monastery
which was distinguished by its extensive boundary. It was the combination of land, village and city
which were offered to the monastery by patrons or officials in a form of “Kalapana”.
What or who did such the interesting words as Phra Kamaratengjakata (of) Phnom Rung and
Phra Kamarateng An Phnom Rung which were time after time found in the inscriptions stand for?
Linguistically, Kamarateng or Kamarateng An are the ancient Khmer language meaning a
master or a patron while jakata, also Khmer, means being or client. Thus, linguists define
Kamaratengjakata as Governor or Chief of people in the community or Lord of Beings or respected
Master
When considering from many inscription-steles, we found that Kamaratengjakata was not
used to call or precede the title of people who was still alive. Kamarateng or Kamarateng An were
normally used to call the royal family’s members, the important priests (both in Buddhist and Brahma),
or the high-rank officials, such as Kamarateng An Katura u-pakalapadabos, Phra Kamarateng Shivatasa,
Phra Kamarateng An – the fortnightly inspection official (Sra Kampaeng Yai Inscription: Inscriptions
in Thailand Vol. 3: 173), Phra Kamarateng An Rajentaravarman – The general of the central army,
Phra Kamarateng An tarpungtannot – the chairman of the judge (Phnom Wan Inscription : Inscriptions
in Thailand Vol. 4: 29), Kamarateng An Phra Kru, Kamarateng An Rajakul, Kamarateng An Mahamontri
(Wat Ta Phya Inscriptions: Inscription in Thailand Vol, 3: 123), Phra Kamarateng An Srirajapativarman
– the governor (Prasat Preah Vihear Inscription: Inscription in Thailand Vol. 3: 167-168).
For the King, such titles as His Majesty, Dhulivarabata (meaning dust under the feet - Translator)
Dulicheung (Lower than dust - Translator)1 or Varakamarateng An had been added.
Phra Kamarateng An or Kamarateng An was also compatible with the entitling of either an
idol or image of god or monastery or, in some cases, both. These statues were created either in the
form of human-like god sculpture, linga, Bodhisattva, ancestor replica. For example; “Phra
Kamarateng An Shivalinga” is the name of the sanctuary and the linga (Prasat Thap Seam inscription
no. 1. Inscription in Thailand Vol. 3: 51). Kanlong Kamarateng An which means the lord who is the
greatest god, indicates to the sacred image which is the prominent god of such sanctuary (Oubmung
inscription,UbonRatchathani province. Inscription in Thailand Vol. 3: 137-150).Phra Kamarateng An
Sriboromvasuthep is Vishnu image (Lopburi inscription:Vol. 3: 256). Phra Kamarateng An Shivapata
tana is the Hindu temple in Saiva,which enshrined the sacred image of Shiva (Tuolralomtim
inscription: Inscription in Thailand Vol. 3: 97). Kamarateng An Trum is the image of dancing Shiva
(Prasat Preah Vihear inscription no. 2: Inscription in Thailand Vol. 4: 82).Phra Kamarateng An Par
amesawara is the image of Isvara or Shiva. Phra Kamarateng An Bhagavati is the image of Uma
(Sema inscription: Inscription in Thailand Vol.3: 116). Phra Kamarateng An Paramesvara is the
image of Jayavarman II, who was named “Paramesvara” after his death(Sdok Kok Thom inscri-
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ption No. 1: Inscription in Thailand Vol. 3: 37 ) Phra Kamarateng
An Teeratha is the ancestor replica (Wat Sra Kampaeng Yai inscrip
tion: Inscription in Thailand Vol. 3: 174)
(Footnotes)

Considering those information from such inscriptions, the
meaning of “Phra Kamarateng An Phnom Rung” should indicate
to the sanctuary which was housed the sacred image of Phnom
Rung. The word “Phra Kamaratengjakata of Phnom Rung” mignt
have the same meaning in general but be different in the details.
Phra Kamaratengjakata was used more often than Phra
Kamarateng An. The meaning of the word mostly signifies to the
sanctuary of a king or related to the royal power of a king in Devaraja
or Buddharaja.
The name of the sanctuary, which housing the sacred images
of the progenitors, has been frequently preceded with Kamaratengjakata, such as Kamaratengjakata
Lingapura, which located in Lingapurasarama of Jayavarman I (655-666), according to Wat Phu
inscription (Champasak, Laos). Afterward, this word is appeared in many inscriptions, for example,
Kamarateng An jakata of Lingapura(Ban Pangpuay inscription 641: Inscription in Thailand Vol. 3:
53), Phra Kamaratengjakata of Lingapura (Oubmung inscription 993: Inscriptions in Thailand Vol.
3: 134 ), Kamaratengjakata Lingapuri (Wat Makok inscription 11th century: Inscriptions in Thailand
Vol 3: 269)
“Kamaratengjakata Rajaya”, is the most important word of all. It is the name of linga (Rajalinga
Tribhuvanesvara ), which had built at Koh Ker by Jayavarman IV (828-941). Prof. George Coedes ex
plains that the word signifies the sense of worshiping the king as equal as the god or Devaraja in an
cient Khmer (Subhadradis Diskul 1979: 176).
Preah Vihear inscription no. 2 (1121) mentions to the construncting and housing of the
sacred images in the sanctuary such as “Prang” or “Prasat”, including a city, land, slaves and other
things, that dedicated by the Royal Command to the sanctuary. The name of such sanctuary and images
will be preceded with Kamaratengjakata, for example, Kamaratengjakata Sribhadresvara, which
Prof. George Coedes explains that it is the name of the god in ancient Khmer, being in the form of
linga (Subhadradis Diskul 1979: 178).
Kamarateng Srisikharisvara, which means the Shiva on top of the mountain, was the god of
Saiva sanctuary on Phra Viharn mountain. Kamaratengjakata Srichampesvara is mentioned by Prof.
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Coedes in Prasat Preach Khan inscription (Inscriptions Books Vol.4 1970: 202)is the name of Vishnu
sanctuary.
The word Kamaratengjakata is used to name not only the sanctuary or the sacred image in
Hinduism but also in Buddhism. The distinguish examples, according to Prasat Phimai inscription
1112, are the name of Prasat Phimai; Kamaratengjakata Vimaya (Phimai), and the sacred image;
Kamaratengjakata Senapati Trilokayavijaya, which is the depiction engraved on the lintel of Gopura
(Kongdej Prapatthong 1986 : 112 ). Until the 13th century, the word Kamaratengjakata was used to
call the king in the royal coffin such as Kamaratengjakata Srithamasoka (Dong Maenangmaung:
Inscriptions in Thailand Vol. 4: 112-115)
Kamaratengjakata is the word to use with both Hindu temples; Saiva(worship Shiva) and
Vaishnava (worship Vishnu), and Buddhist temples. In the past, there was belief in the construction of
a sanctuary to enshrine a sacred image of which god that is worshipped by a king. The purpose of
constructing these things is to house the spirit of the king when he passes away. After his death, his
spirit will be united with such god and will be worshipped as a god as well (Subhadradis Diskul 1979:
184) Kongdej Prapatthong assumes that Kamaratengjakata was used to praise the king after his
death, and then invoke his spirit to live in the sacred image. According to the assumption,
Kamaratengjakata of Phnom Rung can be denoted to “His Majesty the King of heaven and earth of
Phnom Rung” which is in form of linga, housing in the sanctuary of Phnom Rung.
There is evidence to support that the sanctuary on Phnom Rung or Phra Kamaratengjakata of
Phnom Rung had been built by the one who worship god in Saivaism. The first constructions were
built in the middle of the 10th century and were restored to be the Hindu temple in Saivaism since the
reign of Rajendravarman II (944-968) to the reign of Jayavarman V (968-1001). Both Rajendravarman
II and Jayavarman V of the Khmer Empire, are the kings in Hindu Saivaism. They had built linga,
enshrining in the sanctuary across the empire. Moreover, the information from 4 Phnom Rung
inscriptions, which mentioned the name “Kamaratengjakata of Phnom Rung,” supports the idea that
the sanctuary on Phnom Rung belongs to Saivaism. For example, “the hermitage of Yogi, offers
spirits and musical instruments to the sanctuary (the distinguish worship of Pasupata which is
denomination of Saivaism: Bhattacharya 1975: 752-755). The 4 inscriptions also mention to Shiva in
Rajendravarman II; “the king who contact the truth to which Shiva object” (Phnom Rung inscription
no. 3; Inscriptions in Thailand Vol. 3: 242). The sentence signifies to the construction of sacred image
for Shiva, which generally is the linga.
The linga, which contains the power of the king, who built it, including with the spirit of the
previous king, which is believed to signify to Rajendravarman II, is thus so-called “Kamaratengjakata”.
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All the inscriptions mentioning “Kamaratengjakata” were built during the reign of
Jayavarman V, the son of Rajendravarman II. The inscriptions also mention to Rajendravarman II that
he built and patronized the sanctuary on Phnom rung. However, according to the inscription, Prasat
Phnom Rung at that time was not called “Kamaratengjakata, until the age of Jayavarman V that the
brick towers were called “Kamaratengjakata of Phnom Rung”.
Before his death, Rajendravarman II, had built the sanctuary and linga for his personal
mausoleum. The purpose of building the linga is for housing his spirit after his death, and uniting his
spirit with the god he worship. The sanctuary enshrined with the linga Rajendrabhadresvara and
Rajendravaramesvara”. The names of these lingas are the combination of the name of the king himself
and Shiva. Consequently, the sanctuary was considered as the main sanctuary and subordinates other
sanctuaries in the empire. For other sanctuaries, Rajendravarman II assigned the rulers of each city to

build the constructions, which could demonstrated the power king when he was alive and later on
became the sacred places after his death.
Therefore, the name of Phnom Rung, “ Kamaratengjakata of Phnom Rung,” denotes to the
name of the king who patronizes the sanctuary on Phnom Rung, combined with the name of the
community of the mountain in such local area.
However, there is no information to confirm the duration for which “Kamaratengjakata of
Phnom Rung” had been used for the sanctuary on Phnom Rung.
Phnom Rung inscriptions in the 12th century have never mentioned the name “Kamaratengjakata
of Phnom Rung”. There are only the words, which mean “a huge mountain, similar to the meaning of
“Phnom Rung”, mention to the location of which situated Prasat Phnom Rung. However, it is believed
that Shiva in form of linga, is the major god of the place. Anyway, the information confirms that the
purpose to build the prominent sacred image, housing in the sanctuary is to live the spirit of a builder
in united with the great power of Shiva.
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2 The Creator of Prasat Phnom Rung
and Chronological of Constructing

The constructions on Phnom Rung had not been built in the same period.
The estimated date of these constructions can be based on the style of architecture
and the comparative art history. Moreover, the inscriptions found at Phnom
Rung also suggest the age of the constructions. At the same time, from all
these clues, we might find the answer to the questions happened to whom has
a glance at such incredibly beautiful and enormous towers;Who are the creators of these constructions on Phnom Rung? What
history lies behind these constructions?
The inscriptions found on site are not clearly demonstrated the history
of Prasat Phnom Rung. The information from each inscription has to be gathered
to figure out the history of the constructions but yet show us only some parts of
the history. Some inscriptions found at Phnom Rung do not give us any
information related to the constructions around this area. It is assumed that
they were brought from other ancient places to Phnom Rung while it was still
in the construction process as the inscription no. 1. Linguists of ancient language
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have identified the letters carved on the stele dated to the 8th -9th century. This steleinscription used as a part of the main tower, which, from its architecture, were constructed
in the 12th century. Thus, this inscription was not created for the sanctuary on Phnom
Rung. Moreover, the constructions in the surrounding area are not as aged as this
inscription. It is assumed that labors of Prasat Phnom Rung might bring this steleinscription from other ancient sanctuary or ancient place and used the stele as part of the
tower which had been built several hundreds year later.
The inscription related to the first construction on Phnom Rung is still missing.
The first construction, based on its architecture, can be dated back to at least the mid
10th century, while the oldest inscriptions go back only to the end of the 10th to early 11th
century.
The information from the inscriptions is limited. The inscriptions are created to
record the incidents related to a king or a ruler. They provide less evidence about the
people lifestyle which can only be figured out through the activities of the rulers that
had been done by using the great deal of labor as construction of the towers.
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THE PERIOD OF ESTABLISHMENT
Saivaism Sanctuaries

At present, it is still unknown whether the brick towers which were built before the stories in
the inscriptions were the monastery in which sect.The information from the inscriptions only tell
s us that during the end of 15th century B.E. , the constructions on Phnom Rung were used as the
sanctuaries in Saivaism and the first king of the Khmer empire who had the important role in the
establishing this monastery as Shiva sanctuary according to Saivaism was Rajendravarman II who
had reigned during 1487-1511 B.E. The empire under his reign, succeeded from the earlier kings, had
been extended to the Isan region in the present boundary of Thailand. Although he believed in Saivaism,
he was also the benefactor of Buddhism. He built several Hindu monasteries both in the land of
present Cambodia and Isan of Thailand. In some cases, the ruler of ministers of the regions built the
sanctuaries in honor of him. It is assumed that he might be the benefactor of the earlier sanctuaries on
Phnom Rung (the brick tower) or he might build some new ones. In Phnom Rung inscriptions no.3,
there is a hymn which says “His majesty offers the red roof for the sanctuary as decoration, builds a
pond and piles up the brick, offers two hermitages, including servants and utensils, etc.” The phrase
“to pile up the brick” may signify that he renovated the brick tower which was already built or he
might build the pavilion at the causeway or the stairway of the sanctuary in order to use as the place
to get changed before going up further to the sanctuary. Moreover, he might also build one of the
square ponds or both which are called “ Barai ”. These ponds were adapted from the crater on
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Phnom Rung. The renovation or the creation of the constructions on Phnom Rung was done by royal
order with local authorities in charge of the management.The purpose was to create Saivaism monastery
in the community, where people could come to worship the religious gods which he respected.
From other inscriptions found in Thailand, his majesty had the royal order that the monasteries
were also built in the Isan region of the country. For example, from Surin inscription no.1, it can be
assumed that several brick towers were built according to the royal order of Rajendravarman II in the
lower Isan.
Prasat on Phnom Rung, had remained important through the reign of Jayavarman V, the son of
Rajendravarman II,who had reigned from 1511-1544 B.E. He believed in Saivaism, the same as his
father. In his royal court, there was an Indian Brahmin called Dhivakarabhata, who married his sister
and was the significant person in the creation of several Saiva monasteries in Khmer empire. In the
Isan region of Thailand, there are many inscriptions, found at the ancient cities or Prasat, which
mentions about him such as; Sema inscription (NakhonRatchasima),Oub Mung inscription
(Ubonratchathani), Sdok Kok Thom inscription (Prachinburi). In these inscriptions, apart from the
royal hymn, there are also the part about Shiva worship and the building of lingas and sanctuaries for
Shiva.
He was also the benefactor of several Prasat which were built earlier and had the royal order
on Kalpana (feudal-style land distribution) of cities, servants, or offerings to the monasteries, the
same as Phnom Rung which he not only ordered that the inscriptions built in honor of his father who
was the previous benefactor of this monastery, but also offer land to the temple (Phnom Rung inscription
no.2). This was the model for ministers of various levels who afterward purchased land and offer to
the monastery. It was this period that Phnom Rung really became the center of the community. The
text from all 7 inscriptions (inscription no.2-6 and K1090), despite their damaged conditions, gives
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us the overall picture that the monastery on Phnom Rung at which situated sacred linga was called
Kamaratengjakata of Phnom Rung intended to be reminiscent of Rajendravarman II, the deceased
king who united with Shiva. The demarcated boundary of Phnom Rung is massive with land donated
from the king and the ministers of various levels such as Kamsteng-An, Maratanklon, Klon,
Prabhuvisaya Vap etc. Moreover, there was also the building of town, hermitages for yogis and hermits.
The demarcation of the monastery was exemplified in Ta Phraya inscription 1520 B.E. which
mentions the donation of land for the merit of the deceased kings. The people who lived in the
boundary would automatically become servants to the monastery. The administrative officers who
once ruled the land would lose their claim to tax or authority over these servants. For these servants,
some were required to give service for the monastery and some had to give their assets or products
(from field or orchard) to the monastery with chief of Brahmins taking care of all belongings of the
monastery.
Such was the same with Phnom Rung which had massive Kalpana. Although the name of the
border town in each direction may be difficult to predict its boundary, the information, carved in the
inscriptions, about the purchasing of land and donating to build the town, along with the list of 80
servants (incomplete-Phnom Rung inscription no.5) and all the objects offered to the monastery which
had to be registered and placed at the same position eternally (until the sun and the moon subside:
Phnom Rung inscription no. 6), it can be assumed that the monastery on Phnom Rung might have
massive boundary which comprised of a lot of communities or little towns included by means of
Kalpana.
The archaeological survey in Buriram area led to the discovering of almost 150 sites of ancient
communities of various sizes. Many of them were found around Phnom Rung hill. The interesting
one is “Talung” which locates at 22 kilometres away in the northeastern of Phnom Rung. The text
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about the demarcation in Phnom Rung inscription No. 2 refers to the demarcating of the boundary
stone eastward to “Khalung”. If “Khalung” is the area of “talung” in present, this means that Phnom
Rug has the boundary of a very far range.
However, at the beginning of 16th century B.E., there had been similar monasteries, which
might possess their own land or Kalpana, located not far from Phnom Rung. The archaeological
survey resulted in the finding of the 7 demarcations in various directions. Each boundary stone is
made of sandstone, determining the boundary of the brick towers in the center (Prasat Nong Khai
Nam). In the district area of Pakham, Buriram province, it is still questionable why there had to be the
demarcation of 7 boundary stone.The only evidence exists in Prasat Phimai inscription no.3 which
mentions that there was the offer of land to the monastery. The boundary was determined in various
directions by the demarcation of 7 boundary stone.
Phnom Rung inscriptions also give names of several hermitages which were built under the
land of Kalpana. One which gives a fairly clear picture is the hermitage of the town of Yogi
Rajendrasrom. This one might be built according to the order of Jayavarman V. Rulers or ministers in
this region had built other several hermitages for yogis or hermits in Saivaism and one might be
dedicated to Rajendravarman II, the person the hermitage was named for (Phnom Rung inscription
no.6, K1090). However, Rajendrasrom might be one of the two hermitages which Rajendravarman
had built, as mentioned in the inscription, to offer to hermits.
Jayavarman V died in 1544 B.E. and was succeeded by Udayadityavarman I, a maternal nephew
– son of an elder sister of his wife. Soon later, Suryavarman I, with his naval force, invaded the capital
and occupied the Khmer empire.He was the benefactor of Mahayana Buddhism. Although there is
evidence that at the end of his reign, he was also the benefactor of
Hinayana Buddhism and Hinduism,the dynastic struggle in the
beginning of his reign, along with the change from Saiva to Buddhist
king resulted in the decline of the monastery and the scattering of
inscriptions. Until a hundred years later, the monastery of Phnom
Rung was renovated with huge splendid constructions built. This
can prove that Phnom Rung was once the great Saiva monastery in
the Isan region of Thailand.
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THE DYNASTY OF MAHIDHARAPURA
The Great Benefactor of Phnom Rung
Two of all Phnom Rung inscriptions have proximity in age as the most distinguished sandstone
tower in present. To put it simply, the age of one inscription is estimated from the year appearing in
the inscription which is 1150, while that of another is estimated, from the form of letters carved, to be
in around 12th century. It is believed these two inscriptions were built in the reign of Suryavarman II
(1112-1150).
Phnom Rung inscriptions no. 7-9 (it is only one stele which broke into two) record the names
of the king and the royal family which relates to Prasat Phnom Rung. The three existing names are
Jayavarman VI, Dharanindravarman I, and Suryavarman II. All of them were the kings of the Khmer
empire and were descended from Hiranyavarman and Hiranyalakshmi who reigned Mahidharapura
and who are mentioned in Preah Khan inscriptions, the ones which tell the stories about the genealogy
of Jayavarman VII, another king of the Khmer empire who related to Prasat Phnom Rung. Professor
Goerge Coedes has assumed that the dynasty of Mahidharapura might settle at Ksitindragrama (Phnom
Rung inscription no.7 : Inscriptions in Thailand 4 : 171) but has not known exactly where.
The name Ksitindragrama seems relating to Ksitindraditya who is the father of Suryavarman II. If Ksi
tindragrama was located in the lower Isan of Thailand, where would the metropolis, which must situ
ate the main monastery of the city, be?
Considering the monasteries which are big enough to be the main monasteries of the city,
there are altogether 4 distinguished monasteries built in the same era (11th -12th century.) which are;
Prasat Preah Vihear (Srisaket – Cambodia), Prasat Phimai (Nakhonratchasima), Prasat Phnom Wan
(Nakhonratchasima), and Prasat Phnom Rung (Buriram).
For Prasat Phimai,although its inscriptions mention the name Dharanindravarman who is one
of the members of the dynasty of Mahidharapura,it is obvious that Prasat Phimai was the Buddhist
monastery and was built by the important Senapati (minister) whom the Khmer king sent to rule the
region. For this reason, it was certainly not the main monastery of Mahidharapura’s empire. For
Prasat Phnom Wan, there was evidence from its inscriptions that Jayavarman VI, one of the members
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of Mahidharapura, had ordered that the Senapatis of this region
took care of the sanctuary while he was still claiming the throne of
the Khmer empire. What is interesting is that one of Phnom Wan
inscriptions (no.7) mentions the name Rajendravarman II, one of
the important builders of the first towers at Phnom Rung. Moreover,
Phnom Rung inscription no.4 (or K 1068), created around 11th
century B.E. (or around the reign of Jayavarman V), also mentions
the offering of the worship to the sanctuary of Phnom Rung and
another monastery whose name is unknown due to the damaged
inscription.HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn has assumed that
this monastery may be “Phnom Wan” (Kamaratengjakata Phnom
Wan).
Thus, Prasat Phnom Wan seems to relate to the king who
built the first towers at Phnom Rung and link to the members of
the dynasty of Mahidhrapura who involved with the main sanctuary
of the Phnom Rung in the later period. However, Prasat Phnom
Wan might not be the central monastery of Mahidharapura because
the city where situated Phnom Wan was called Ratanapura.
Moreover, the Prasat itself is small in size and locates on the plain
which makes it undeserved to be the central monastery of the
important city which was the capital of the region and of the
powerful dynasty. Consequently, there left only Prasat Preah Vihear
and Prasat Phnom Rung, both of which locate on a high mountain
and possess the huge sanctuaries of their own.
For the reason that Preah Vihear is located on the Dangrek
mountains, the high range elongating along the border of Thailand,
it is rendered the highest monastery on the cliff of Thailand and
Cambodia. It had been in the process of building for a long period
of time starting from the reign of Yasovarman I whose descent
links to Rajendravarman II and Jayavarman V.
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Evidence from Preah Vihear inscriptions no.1 and 2 shows
that the sanctuaries on Preah Vihear did not only relate to several
kings of the Khmer empire who had them built and renovated, but
they were also the central monastery of the Brahmins who were
respected by the kings. Moreover, the three kings of the dynasty of
Mahidharapura whose names appear in the Phnom Rung
inscriptions had their coronations performed by these Brahmins
who were the chief or service at Preah Vihear.
This gives us a clue to assume that the dynasty of
Mahidharapura may relate to Prasat Preah Vihear, the fact being in
line with the evidence found in Preah Vihear inscriptions no. 1
which mentions the name Mahidhravarman as the ruler of Vibhetha.
This city is assumed to be in charge of guarding Prasat Preah Vihear
which was the important monastery of the empire and the central
monastery of the city. However, in 1037, during the reign of
Suryavarman I, the king ordered that Vipetha from then on was in
the authority of Srisuthammasatengi who was also responsible for
the guarding of the sanctuaries at Preah Vihear. For
Mahidharavarman, the king gave the region of Rangol as the
substitute.
If this Mahidharavarman or Kamstengsri Mahidharavarman
is the descent of the dynasty of Mahidharapura, he may settle around
the mount of Phnom Rung on which locates the central monastery
in the same way as Preah Vihear.
Several texts from both Preah Vihear and Phnom Rung
inscriptions created around 17th century B.E. convey the similar
values for example; they are both the sanctuaries devoted to Shiva
and may both belong to Pasu-pata (Preah Vihear inscription no.2
uses the word Pasu-pati for Shiva, while Phnom Rung inscription
mentions that Hiranya, the member of Mahidharapura, follows
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Pasu-pata practices ). Moreover, they both also relate to Kamaratengjakata Sribhadresvara which the
name of Shiva on the ancient Khmer mountain (Preah Vihear inscription no.2 states that Brahmins
offer the worship to Shiva of this name before doing the same for Shiva of the name Srisikharisvara
who is the god of Preah Vihear; the same as Phnom Rung inscription which states that Narendraditya
offers the worship to Shiva of the name Sribhadresvara before doing the same for Shiva of Phnom
Rung. For the creation of the sacred images, they both create the images of dancing Shiva
(Shivanataraja or Shivatanadava). This can be proved from the text in Preah Vihear inscription no.2
and Phnom Rung inscription no. 8, along with the carvings of dancing Shiva at the eastern pediment
of the main sanctuary at Phnom Rung).

The dynasty of Mahidharapura may probably claim to the throne of the Khmer empire either
through the descent of Hiranyavarman himself or that of Hiranyalakshmi who is his consort. According
to the history of the succession of the Khmer empire, the descents of the females also have right to the
throne.
Hiranyavarman had reigned Mahidharapura afterward. From Phnom Rung inscriptions,
Professor George Coedes has assumed that he and Hiranyalakshmi, together have at least three sons
which are Dharanindravarman I, Jayavarman VI, and Yuvaraja. Considering the name of the youngest
son, it is believed that Hiranyavarman had assigned him the crown prince. Because of his death, the
throne was succeeded by Jayavarman who, after the accession, married Yuvaraja’s consort called
Vijayendralakshmi (Phnom Sandak inscription: Coedes 1930: 297-329). Moreover, Hiranyalakshmi
may have a daughter who gives birth to another daughter and a son which are Narendralakshmi and
Mahidharaditya. And Hiranyavarman has another consort who gives birth to the father or mother of
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Ksitindraditya. This Ksitindraditya is later married to Narendralakshmi who gives birth to the great
king, Suryavarman II.
Hiranyavarman might be the king of Mahidharapura before 1082, the year of which his son,
Jayavarman VI had claimed over the throne of the Khmer empire. Mahidharapura, at that time,
might be a large city and might have so powerful influence that his son could accede to the throne of
Khmer empire. Consequently, the sanctuary on Phnom Rung, which centralizes the royal power,
would be more important during the reign of Jayavarman VI. The ancestor of Jayavarman VI or
himself would be the builder of the new construction, called “Prang Noi”, on Phnom Rung. However,
this construction suggests the evidence of Vishnu worship. This means the descendants of the dynasty
of Mahidharapura worship not only Saivaism but some of them also change to worship Vishnavaism
and Hinayana Buddism in finally.
The accession to the throne of Jayavarman VI (during 1082-1109) is questioned by the historians
who study the history of Cambodia. Although, Preah Vihear inscription no. 2 informs that Jayavarman
VI acceded to be the king of the empire, there is less evidence to demonstrate his role in the region of
Mahidharapura. The information of Jayavarman VI is appeared mostly on the inscriptions which
were found in the north area of Khmer empire; at Phnom Wan, Wat Phu, Preah Vihear, and in Thailand,
for example, Samnaknangkhao inscription (Konkaen province), the inscription of the Building of
image of god (Inscriptions in Thailand Vol. 4: 41-47, 73-76).These 2 inscriptions give information of
his performing in religious cult in the area of Phnom Rung. The inscription found at Phnom Wan
concerns to his Royal Command toward the ruler and officials of the city to maintain the sanctuary at
Phnom Wan. Laurence Palmer Briggs, who studies the Cambodian history, assumes that Jayavarman
VI might accede to the throne of Khmer empire but he might get back to live at Mahidharapura due to
the fighting of the descendant of Harshavarman III, the previous king of Khmer empire (Briggs: 1951,
179) to claim over the throne of Jayavarman VI. The attempt to overthrow the reign of Jayavarman VI
was continued until the reign of Dharanindravarman I (accession during 1109-1112), the older brother
of Jayavarman VI. According to Phnom Sandak inscription, Dharanindravarman I would not like to
accede to the throne but his people requested him to be the king of the empire after the death of
Jayavarman VI. He followed the Royal culture by marrying with Vijayendralakshmi, who was the
consort of Yuvaraja and Jayavarman VI respectively (Coedes 1930: 302). Similar to Jayavarman VI,
his information is appeared on the inscriptions found in the sanctuaries located in the north area of the
empire (Briggs 1951: 179) and also found in Thailand such as Prasat Phimai inscription no. 3, Thap
Seam inscription no. 2 (Inscriptions in Thailand Vol 4: 32-40, 52-58).
There is the assumption that these two kings in the dynasty of Mahidharapura might be the
ones who raised city of Mahidharapura, the origin of Mahidharapura dynasty,to be the capital city in
the region. Consequently, these 2 kings might initiate the idea to re-build the new stone towers on
Phnom Rung to be the central sanctuary of the capital and uplift the city of Mahidharapura to even
other important cities, which were built by the previous kings. The evidence to support this assumption
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is the role of these 2 kings upon the constructions of Prasat Phnom Rung and Prasat Phimai. The plan
of Prasat Phimai is, to some extent, similar to Prasat Phnom Rung’s. Besides, Prasat Phnom Rung is
built in the art style of Baphuon(1010-1080) and the early Angkor Wat art style(1080-1100).This
suggests that the architecture of Prasat Phnom Rung is the combination of the ancient styles and the
style existing during the reign of these 2 kings.
However, the constructions of such a large stone tower can not be completed in a short period.
It would take for a long time and for many reigns to complete the construction.
There is no evidence to confirm the role of Jayavarman VI and Dharanindravarman I in
construction of Prasat Phnom Rung because the inscriptions neither from Phnom Rung nor from
other ancient sites, mention about the role of these two kings. There is only Phnom Rung inscription
no. 10 (not being interpreted) which can be dated back during the 11th – 12th century. Term Meetem
and Cha-aim Kaewklai, the linguist of ancient language at the Vajirayana Library, remark that the
letters on the inscription no. 10 was used during the 11th – 12th century. In case, this inscription was
built in the early 12th century and its message relates to the sanctuary Phnom Rung, it could be used to
investigate the history of Prasat Phnom Rung during the reigns of Jayavarman VI and
Dharanindravarman I.
Phnom Rung inscriptions, which were built in the 12th century, do not inform the name of
Phnom Rung’s creator. However, considering from Phnom Rung inscription no. 8, which was built
during the reign of Suryavarman II, and inscriptions no. 7 and no. 9, which were built in 1150, the last
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year of Suryavarman II, combining with the architecture of Prasat Phnom Rung, which are the
combination of Baphuon, Baphuon-Angkor Wat, and Angkot Wat art style, it can be assumed that the
construction of the main sanctuary had been completed during the reign of Suryavarman II. Anyway,
the role of Suryavarman II toward Prasat Phnom Rung is still questioned.
The name of Suryavarman II is appeared on Phnom Rung inscriptions (no. 8, and No. 7-9)
which were built in the 12th century. The Phnom Rung inscription no. 8 gives information of the
construction of the well called “Srisurya” which its name contained part of the name of Suryavarman
II. On Phnom Rung inscription no. 7-9, the name of the king appeared in the family chart of
Mahidharapura dynasty.
Suryavarman II had reigned the empire during 1113-1150 (Briggs 1952: 81) which was the
year of his accession to the throne according to Preah Vihear inscription no. 2 (Inscriptions in Thailand
Vol. 4: 77-95). Suryavarman had fought with Dharanindravarman, his relative, and
Narapatindravarman, who is assumed by George Coedes to be the descendant of Harshavarman III
and the one who defeated Jayavarman VI, to claim over the throne (Subhadradis Diskul 1979: 192).
Suryavarman II was a great worrier who can reunite the Khmer empire to its unity and his reign was
stable according to the message on Phnom Rung inscription no. 7; “Nothing can compare to the
single-throne of the awesome king, which his royal protection is superb and dependable to those who
is upright….”(Inscriptions in Thailand Vol. 4: 171)
Suryavarman II had expanded the territory of Khmer empire to Vietnam and Champa empire
(Subhadradis Diskul 1179:195-197). His fighting is not appeared only on the inscriptions but also
engraved on the depiction at Prasat Angkor Wat, the splendid construction which was built by
Suryavarman II. He built Angkor Wat to be his personal mausoleum with the belief to unite his spirit
after his death, to the god he worship which is Narayana or Vishnu. Angkor Wat, therefore, was built
as a Vishanava sanctuary (Subhadradis Diskul 1979: 198)
Consequently, Suryavarman II had received the name “Paramavishnuloka” after his death.
(Briggs 1951: 196)
The name of Suryavarman II appears not only on Phnom Rung inscriptions but also on other
inscriptions such as Prasat Thap Seam inscription no. 2 (Prachinburi province) the inscription of the
Building of image of god (Inscriptions in Thailand Vol. 4: 52-58, 35-40). These inscriptions suggest
that Suryavarman II worships both Vishnu and Shiva, and he is also the patron of the Saiva sanctuary.
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The information from the inscription of constructing the sacred image (found in
Thailand: Inscriptions in Thailand Vol. 4: 46) informs that in 1128, Suryavarman II remarks
the Royal Command to buil the worship area in the sanctuary of Kamaratengjakata
Sribhadresvara (the sacred image to represent Shiva, the god of the empire) and the linga,
Phra Bhagavati Mahishasuramardani (one of the forms of Uma, consort of Shiva), Vighnesa
(son of Shiva), Vishnu and Phra Sankaranarayana, which is the combination of Shiva and Vish
nu as similar to Phra Harihara.
The architecture of many constructions built by Suryavarman II is the combination of
Saivaism and Vishnavaism. Laurence Palmer Briggs, who studies the history of Cambodia,
remarks that “Vishnavaism is developed on the basis of Saivaism which is originated in
preceding to Vishnavaism and its practices is bound into the royal cult”. Therefore, Suryavarman
II is the stereotype who combines Vishnavaism to Saivaism in order to change the concept of
Devaraja in Saivaism. (Briggs 1951: 194).
There is a lot of evidence to support that Suryavarman II had built several stone towers
during his reign. On contrary, many reason also indicate that Suryavarman II might not be the
one who build Prasat Phnom Rung; eventhough his name is appeared on the inscription related
to Phnom Rung. For the first reason, his name which appeared on the chart of the dynasty of
Mahidharapura, is not purposed to show the descent of Suryavarman II towards the dynasty,
but only to refer to the descendants in Mahidharapura dynasty who related to him or refer to
him for the incidents happened during his reign. On the inscription no. 7-9, there is no
information about his Royal Command to construct the sanctuary, comparing to other
inscriptions that clearly mention to Suryavarman II as the creator of such constructions. The
second one, according to Phnom Rung inscription no. 8, the creator of Phnom Rung ,although
the name is disappeared (the stele-inscription is broken), might be the one who live for the a
long time in the area of Phnom Rung due to the continuation of many incidents that happened
in the region. Suryavarman II had lived in the capital of the empire and travel out of the empire
only to fight for expanding his territory. Finally, the large stone towers built on Phnom Rung
possess the characteristic of the sanctuary of the community of Pasupata in Saivaism
(information from Phnom Rung inscriptions which related to the first constructions on Phnom
Rung). Thus, the creator of Prasat Phnom Rung might be the one who worship the ancient
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Saivaism and might inherit the values from his predecessor as he newly built the stone towers
to be the great sanctuary of Shiva. The constructions reflect the belief and the attempt to
resurrect Saivaism.While,Suryavarman II was the king who worships Vishnavaism, therefore,
he should not be the one who restore the sanctuary in Saivaism on Phnom Rung.
If Suryavarman II is not the creator of Prasat Phnom Rung, who would be the creator
of such a huge constructions and dedicate the place to be the sanctuary of Shiva. Under the
reign of Suryavarman II, who has the great power across the empire, the creator of Prasat
Phnom Rung should be the one who also has the highest power over the area which locate
Prasat Phnom Rung. Moreover, this person must be important and be trusted by Suryavarman
II as same as Brahmin Divakarapandita (Brahmin who performed coronation ceremony of
Suryavarman II) who gains the authority to perform or build any constructions on Preah
Vihear and other sanctuaries.
This person is assumed to be the descendants of Mahidharapura dynasty who rule
over the territory and is the relatives of Suryavarman II.
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NARENDRADITYA AND HIRANYA
THE KINGS OF PHNOM RUNG

The names of the important figures of Mahidharapura dynasty which exists in the inscriptions
of Phnom Rung no.7-9 are Narendraditya, the father, and Hiranya, the son.
From the inscription Phnom Rung no.9, it can be assumed that Narendraditya relates to
Suryavarman II as his grandson. His mother is Bhupatindralakshmi, one of the Suryavarman II’s
daughters. However, there is also the different perspective about the genealogy of Narendraditya.
Claude Jaques has proposed that Bhupatindralakshmi might be either Suryavarman II’s elder or
younger sister. While HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn observes that she might probably be the
king’s cousin.
These diverse opinions about the relation between Narendraditya and Suryavarman II
consequently change the perception about Phnom Rung.
According to the primary assertion, Narendraditya has Suryavarman II’s blood in that he is the
grandson of the king. If we consider that the emphasis was normally put on the genealogy through
mother, it is reasonable to explain why Narendraditya had the claim to the throne and later succeeded
Mahidharapura’s power. Moreover, he also gained the King’s confidence in giving him authority to
reign the region. Anyway, the genealogy of Narendraditya is still doubtful in that the period
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Narendraditya had grown up and come to power is contemporary to the glorious days of Suryavarman
II. The year he deceased is close in proximity to the end of Suryavarman II’s reign. Moreover, when
he deceased, his son had already reached the age of 20. It is unreasonable that the grandfather and his
grandson are not so much different in age, except that Suryavarman II had the daughter when he was
young and possessed the longevity. But if Narendraditya were Suryavarman II’s nephew or cousin,
the problem about the chronological of time and the aging of the key persons might be solved. However,
this puzzle still requires further study.
In Phnom Rung inscriptions, there are more stories of Narendraditya than any other. It can be
said that the inscriptions in this era are made in honor of Narendraditya who is respected by the
people and relatives as though he is god or Shiva. From his stories in the inscriptions no.7-9, it can be
implied that the anonymous person in the damaged inscription no.8 who built many things and whose
stories written in the inscription may rather be Narendraditya than Suryavarman II or Hiranya. Moreover,
this inscription might be made before the inscription no.7-9 when Narendraditya was still alive and
was the person who had it built himself. This is because the content in the inscription involves his role
as laity, his life in the battlefield, and his reigning of the peaceful land. The ten moral principles which
the king used as the rules to reign were derived from religion, thus his main role was the benefactor of
religions and the guardian of his people. These stories describe the personality of the ruler, which is
familiar with Narendraditya’s biography written afterward in the inscription no.7-9.
The name “Narendraditya” and his stories have never been found or related to elsewhere apart
from Phnom Rung. From some parts of the stories, it can be assumed that no matter when the foundation
was established or the construction of main sanctuary was initiated, the main parts of the sanctuary or
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the whole sanctuary which was completed enough to be used as a monastery were done in the era of
Narendraditya. This can be proved by his interesting biography as followed.
Narendraditya, the son of Bhupatindralakshmi and a member of the dynasty of Mahidharapura,
reigned the town of which the Saiva monastery on the hill of Phnom Rung was the center. There is no
mention about his father in any inscription.
He was born intellectual, clever, intelligent, and had a personality of a warlord. Because of his
appearance, he could easily attract most women. Growing up in the reign of Suryavarman II when the
annexation of land was intensive, Narendraditya took part in several wars and sometimes waged war
himself in order to extend his boundary. He demonstrated his proficiency in warfare as mentioned in
Phnom Rung inscriptions no.7-9 about the fight on the elephant back and his ability to use various
kinds of weapons such as a bow, a sword, or a discus. Several carvings at the main sanctuary of
Phnom Rung seem also to depict some of his battles.
As a proficient war commander, he did not bring only victory to his troops but also gladness to
his people. This is because of the belief that he won the battle against the evils (an excerpt from the
inscription says “plunge in the air a blaze and execute the lord of evils with his might as though a
magnificent lightning falling onto the mountain along with the virtuous rain”). These stories were the
basis for the carvings of the battle scenes between the good and the evil, extracted from the epic
Ramayana which had been widely used as decoration in the monastery as well as an epic about the
reincarnations of Vishnu to conquer the evils, especially the Krishna or Narayana incarnating Krishna
one. This god in form of human has superb power and proficiency in warfare that no one can precede,
the same as Narendraditya and his beloved king and king Suryavarman II.
After the battle, Narendraditya was showered with honor and trust and was assigned to reign
the cities in the region which was under the influence of the Dynasty of Mahidharapura as well as
other “occupied cities”.
The coronation of Narendraditya is one of the most
important stories in his life, thus it can be assumed that some of
the carvings on the pediments or lintels may probably depict the
illustration of such story.
After the coronation, he had the main tower constructed
and placed the pediments and lintels at the most important position,
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as well as building the sacred images, carvings, and lingas as principle figures. This manifested that
his main purpose was to devote the sanctuary to Shiva. Although there were also images of other
gods, they were subordinated to Shiva. As carved on the stele-inscription no.8 that:
“builds the golden image of Dancing Shiva, as well as Lakshmirata (Vishnu), Madhusudana
(Krishna) and the goddess.”
“builds, with allegiance, the golden image of Dancing Shiva who is the protector of the universe
on a huge stone base.”
“builds the golden image of Vishnu in Varisadhavaja’s (one of Shiva’s names) palace”
“builds a throne decorated with fine pearl and a sacred golden linga.”
Moreover, it also mentions that Narendraditya builds this sanctuary in order to place the image
of his own after his death so that he can reunite with gods according to the ancient values among the
rulers of the empire. All the more, Narendraditya’s image has a very close resemblance to gods and is
highly respected by the people as genuine or presumed god. In the extract from the translation of
Phnom Rung inscription no. 7, HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn narrates that “he is the great
god, the lord of the spirits, of heaven, who is born on earth. He is the lord of all living beings, thus,
undoubtedly, he gets even more people’s respect than Dhurajati (Shiva), like no one ever gets before.”
This might probably be because he ruled his people “with justice” (inscription no.8) and mercy like
the saying “compassion is the immortal water generating from within”. One of the tasks done by him
is to have the pond called “Srisurya” dug near the “Chakhana” hillside of the vast mountain (Phnom
Rung inscription no.8). This pond later became the reservoir for the people in the drought time. From
this information, it can be assumed that this pond might at present become “Nongbualai”, the swamp
by the Phnom Rung hillside. From this point, we can also see the ancient route across the hillside
(former “Chakhana”), near the new road connecting Prasat Muang
Tam to Phnom Rung.
Narendraditya named this pond according to the name
Suryavarman II, who was then the king, in order to pay respect to
his kin of the dynasty of Mahidharapura.
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For the reason that the inscriptions were found at the monastery, the information about
Narendraditya we have got involves mostly his duties regarding religion.
Narendraditya maintained the religion according to the ancient tradition which believed in
Saivaism.He supported Brahmins, hermits, yogis with facilities such as “a bridge across the stream
along the hillside for the hermits”, assets, servants, land, as well as the daily worship for the monastery.
From Phnom Rung inscription no.8, we have got the information about income (donated by the
Administrative sector and the people), expense (general expenses, food for the servants, and donation
for the poor), and an immense figure of the turnover, including the amount of people coming to the
monastery both to work and to worship.
The list of things recorded in the inscriptions is various from a pile of rice, a bay, unpolished
rice, honey, cow, spice container, fragrance used in ceremonies. These organic things do not leave any
residue for us to study in present, only one left is the “black rice” which might be burned and used in
the ceremonies or might be used as part of the “fire worship” as mentioned often in the inscriptions.
There are some objects which still remain until today such as a bronze mirror and a part of
bronze litter and palanquin. These things might be the offering to god of the sanctuary. In Phnom
Rung inscription no.9, it mentions that Narendraditya offered the similar kind of things to Shiva and
Uma in order to perform an act of worship and to dedicate the merit to his deceased mother. Moreover,
other general utensils were also found, such as dishes, jars, pots, cases of different sizes. These
instruments were mostly the product from the furnaces in Buriram province. The production was
massive and the products were imported to the market in Isan region as well as in Cambodia. This
gives us further assertion that these furnaces might be in the area under Narendraditya’s sovereignty
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and the pottery might as well be one of the industries that brought wealth to the land of which Phnom
Rung was the center; and thus makes Narendraditya’s status stable and his kingdom peaceful. The
land soon became attractive to tourists and settlers as the inscription says “comrades…of the King
come from everywhere and travel all around” “the deprived comes (from elsewhere) to live under the
shadow of the respected king’s merit” (Phnom Rung inscription no.8)
His faith in religion, along with his intelligence and erudition in scriptures and linguistics,
Narendraditya was able to write the poems and analyzed the ancient scriptures. This was the first
lead-up to his ascetic life in later stage.
Narendraditya’s transformation from laity to ascetic did not, however, subordinate his political
power. This was because the empire and the religious authority were united into one. There were
numerous instances of cases in which the ascetics who were the guru of religions had more ruling
power than the head of state. These stories can be acquired from the Preah Vihear or Sdok Kok Thom
inscriptions.
Narendraditya had remained in priesthood until the end of his life. The text from the inscriptions
and the evidence found at Phnom Rung can be assumed that he might be the ascetic in Saivaism
according to the traditional Pasu-pata.
Pasu-pata is one of the eight significant denominations of Saivaism, as well as one of the first
seeing that it appears in the ancient scriptures such as Saivabhagavata Mahabharata. The Indian scholars
had studied the archaeological evidence and presumed that this denomination might ripen around 8th
century. At first, It is not, however, purified or traditional Saivaism because of its distinct rituals
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which were extracted from other doctrines such as Tantra. People
who believe in Pasu-pata will worship lingas. The important principles
are to practice yoga or torture themselves by extraordinary means
such as to bathe with ashes from the cremation, to use skulls as dishes,
to worship with alcohol as regular basis, to perform fire worship naked,
to sing and dance, to meditate and to explore the mysterious mythology.
Moreover, they also believe in binary doctrine (all gods have spouses.)
and Sakti doctrine (women are the source of power) which result in

the inclusion of sexual activities such as sexual intercourses as parts
of the worship.
There are also words or passages in the inscriptions which
relate to this denomination such as Pasu-pata, Kama/Agama, yoga,
linga, the offering of alcohol, the performing of yoga or meditation in
order to connect to Shiva which can lead someone to Rudraloka (the
world of Shiva). Additionally, some of the carvings around the Prasat
depict the stories which link to Pasu-pata. For example, the carvings
which are believed to depict the origin of this denomination portrays
5 ascetics or yogis sitting in the yoga manner. In some picture, the
one in the middle manifests his superiority to the other four. This
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might be the guru of Pasu-pata called Nagulisa or Lagulisa or Lagulina,
and the rest might be his 4 followers who disseminate the doctrine
(Gusika, Karka, Mihira or Mitara, and Kawarusaya). According to
the scriptures, Shiva inhabits the body (kaya) of Nagulisa in order to
instruct people with Pasu-pata principles. The belief in “Kaya” of
Narendraditya and the followers of Pasu-pata at Phnom Rung is
mentioned in several inscriptions such as; the text about Narendraditya

performing yoga, meditation, or pilgrimage in the same way as Shiva
on Mount of Kailasa, or the creating of Narendraditya’s image to be
similar to “Shiva’s … according to Pasu-pata’s principles”. Thus, it is
possible that the pictures of the Great Yogi or other significant yogis
may probably signify Shiva who is the lord of yoga (the Great Yogi),
Nagulisa’s “Kaya” inhabited by Shiva, or Narendraditya himself.
Many stories in the inscriptions relate to Narendraditya’s
routine as ascetic. He meditated in the extremely dark cave, restrained
himself for 8 days including not to urinate, performing pilgrimage for
the whole period of 7 months without eating food or drinking water;
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he survived with only leaves and fruits. These practices made him
become overman. In one of the inscriptions, it is stated that once “he
travels with a group of people, elites and commoners. One of the
servants who is tying the raft suffers from the snake’s fatally poison.
Narendraditya finally cures him with his spell.” (Phnom Rung
inscription no.9)
During the last moment of his life, Narendraditya was deified
as god in believing that he reached nirvana and finally united with

Shiva. Apart from his routine in performing ceremonies and curing
people, his role also included “the lord of all gurus” (Phnom Rung
inscription no. 7). As consequence, he had lots of followers, including
his son, Hiranya.
HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn has assumed that
Narendraditya might have several child considering from the text
which mentions the offering of worship to Shiva by his children in
order to dedicate the merit to Narendraditya.
Apart from the “fire worship…in the hall of flames” performed
by the relatives and others in order to pay respect to the deceased
Narendraditya, another task which Hiranya who is both the son and
the student would do for his father and teacher is to create the golden
image of Narendraditya, similar to that of Shiva, to establish in the
main sanctuary so that people can come to worship. He also wrote the
poems and had them carved in the inscription in honor of
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Narendraditya. These inscriptions are the so-called Phnom Rung
inscriptions no.7-9.
Hiranya also recorded some of his own stories; for examples
at 15, he became erudite in religious scriptures, at 16 he graduated, at
18 he became intellectual who seriously practiced. At 20, when his
father deceased, he had his father’s golden image built. This manifests
that Hiranya had followed his father’s way of life. The text in the
inscriptions can be assumed that he might later become the significant
ascetic and the guru at Phnom Rung during its glorious day which is
the period before the decline of Saivaism in the region or around 18th
century B.E.
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From Hindu to Buddhist
Temples
After the main sanctuary, laterite library and Plab Pla are the latest constructions
built and restored in the 13th century. The architecture of these constructions is the
orientation of Jayavarman VII style. The Khmer King has strong belief in Mahayana
Buddhism.Jayavarman VII had descended from Mahidharapura dynasty but his mother
is a descendant of Hanshavarman III.She is a very religious and devoted Buddhist who
consequently exerted an important influence on Jayavarman VII to be the Buddhist King.
During the reign of Jayavarman VII, Khmer influence was spread into Isan of Thailand,
both in terms of territorial expansion and royal architecture and constructions in
Buddhism. This is confirmed by the information which is collected from the inscriptions
found at Prasat Preah Khan.The inscription records the multifarious duties of Jayavarman
VII, regarding the construction of many hospitals and 17 resthouses, which appeared on
the inscriptions as “House of fire”, for the travellers on the highway from Angkor Thom
in Khmer empire radiated outward to Phimai (Korat) (Inscription Book Vol. 4 1970:
159-215)
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The ideal of the Khmer King to build Buddhist constructions had an influence
on the rulers in Isan to follow his step or, on the other hand, these rulers had been
ordered to build the religious sites, which dispersed throughout Isan, in the form of
laterite buildings. For example, in Buriram province, there found Kuti Rishi near Prasat
Muang Tam and Prasat Kok Ngew in Pakham district. Besides, there are inscriptions,
Prasat Inscription (Surin province), Dan Pakham Inscription (Nakhon Ratchasi
ma Province),Prasat Ta Muan Tot Inscription(Surin province),that give the repeat
ed information regarding the construction of hospitals during the reign of Jayavar
man VII (Cha-aim Keawklai, 1985).
The survey of many archaeological sites shows that a lot of Hindu temples
were changed to Mahayana Buddhist temples. This can be observed from the laterite
constructions newly built in the Jayavarman VII-style. Including Prasat Phnom Rung,
although there is no evidence to indicate the duration of Saiva declination at the place,
there found the Buddhist constructions in Mahayana overlie the old constructions on
Phnom Rung. In addition, the sacred images in Mahayana Buddhism are also found
on sites. It supports the idea that the power of Khmer empire had distinguished
Buddhism to other religions. Even though, Jayavarman VII had patronized other
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religions as well, the influence of Mahayana Buddhism subordinated Hindu gods to Lord Buddha.
After Jayavarman VII, Khmer empire gradually declined in its power at the same time Siam
empire in the north(Sukhothai,Lanna)and Thai Ayutthaya on the Chao Praya River had gained more
and more territory. According to the territorial expansion, the influence of Hinayana Buddhism were
spread throughout the regions and marked the final decline of Hinduism. Some Hindu temples were
changed to be Buddhist temples in Hinayana, however, most of them were left decadent amid the
forest as same as Prasat Phnom Rung.
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From Past to Present
After the 13th century, many empires in Isan where located a lot of religious sites,
declined in power as a result of the changes in politic, religion, and power. The Hindu
sanctuaries were changed to Buddhist monasteries. Some, such as Prasat Phnom Rung,
was left unattended. After the 13th century, there is not enough evidence to inform us of
the duration for which Prasat Phnom Rung had been used as a monastery. The information
is collected from the folktales “Indraprasta” which mentions Prasat Phnom Rung as a
deserted palaces amid the forest.

The information we have got from the tale is that Prasat Phnom Rung had been
left decadent for a long time. The Prasat once stood impressively on the top of the mountain
and had been used as a residence of the greatest gods for centuries. Time subordinates the
splendid stone towers to be only the scene in the folktale.
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It is believed that Prasat Phnom Rung was once the sacred place and the palace of the kings.
There is “Phnom Rung Festival” which reflects people’s belief in and respect to the place. The festival
is normally held at the same time as Songkran Festival (Thai New Year) in April.
Recently, from the effort to study the history behind the constructions, Phnom Rung’s
appearance has been changing. The stone towers have been restored to be the valuable historical park,
abundant with cultural resources for the nation and mankind.
Over a hundred years, many endeavors have been dedicated to Prasat Phnom Rung in order to
restore these stone towers.
In 1885, the representative of France’s protectorate, Etienne Aymonier, surveyed and collected
the archaeological evidence in Cambodia. He also inspected at Prasat Phnom Rung. That is when the
stone towers were first introduced to the world through the article published in French in 1902.
In 1884, Prang Noi, the small tower located western of the central sanctuary was housed the
Buddha’s Footprint..
In 1905, His Highness Prince Damrongrajanupap visited Isan and Prasat Phnom Rung.
Afterward, he wrote the article “Prasat Phnom Rung” in “Archaeological Tales” which firstly
published in 1920.
In 1905, E.E. Lunet de Lajonquiere wrote about his survey of Prasat Phnom Rung. He showed
the pictures and the diagram of the stone towers in “Inventaire Descriptif des Monuments du
Cambodge”. Later, he had moved the Phnom Rung Inscription no. 7 (K384) from Prasat Phnom
Rung to Bangkok.
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Since 1908-1919, Major Erik Seidenfaden (M.R.A.S.) had been surveying Prasat Phnom Rung.
The pictures of the stone towers had been taken by the photographers, Groote and A.H. Hale. These
pictures are now kept at the National Archives. The story of the stone towers had been recorded as an
article in “Siam Society Journal” in 1933. The article was written in two parts. The first one, edited
by Dr. A.F.G. Kerr and Laung Prasertsarasin, the governor of Buriram province which, at that time,
was in Korat territory, concerns the folktales. The tales were based on the hearsay of the indigenous
people and the sheriff of Nangrong district, Laung Narongraksakiart.
In 1920-1966, Professor George Coedés published his study of the inscriptions found in
Cambodia and in Thailand in “Inscription du Cambodge”. There are seven inscriptions found at

Prasat Phnom Rung (Incription no. K384, K386, K1066, K1068, K1071, K1090, K1091). Professor
M.C. Subhadradis Diskul had translated the inscription no. K384 and published it in “Inscription
Books Volume 4 (1970)” and named this inscription “Inscription of Phnom Rung, Buriram Province”.
In January, 1929, HRH Prince Damrongrajanupap, who at that time, was the chairman of the
Royal Institute, along with his daughter, HRH Princess Poonpisamai Diskul, and Phya
Petchradathihawong, Lord Lieutenant of Korat, visited Prasat Phnom Rung during a trip to survey
the archaeological sites in Isan.
On March 8, 1935, there was the declaration made in The Royal Gazette vol. 52 part 75 to
registered Prasat Phnom Rung as the archaeological site no. 1 in Isan.
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In 1960-1961, the Department of Fine Arts assigned Manit Valliphodom, the
archaeologist, Chamras Kiarti-kong and his team to survey and restore the archaeological
sites in Isan. They had surveyed the diagram of Prasat Phnom Rung and recorded in the

survey report that, Laung Poh Aeh, the priest who built the monastery near the construction,
had also built a large Buddha image inside the pavilion.
In 1965, the Department of Fine Arts restored Prasat Phnom Rung. Professor
MC Yajai Jitrapong was the leader of the restoration team. Bernard Groslier and Pierre
Pichard, experts from UNESCO, also support the team with information of the stone
towers during the process of restoration.
In 1972, one of the staff in the restoration of Prasat Phnom Rung team (Buriram
province, leaded by Professor MC Yajai Jitrapong) found another inscription (Phnom
Rung Inscription no. 9) on which the stories can be connected to the ones on the inscription
no. 7 (K384)
During 1972-173, the Buddha’s Footprint, enshrined in Prang Noi since 1894,
was moved outside.
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THE RESTORATION OF
PRASAT PHNOM RUNG
The restoration of Prasat Phnom Rung was done by the technique called Anastylosis which is
appropriate for the ancient constructions made of stone. This method worked with the restoration of
Borobudur, the famous Buddhist monastery in Indonesia, several Prasat in Angkor of Cambodia, and
Prasat Phimai.

The brief process of this method is, firstly, to dismantle the ruined and subsided buildings and
conserve its individual parts. Later, the foundation which is subsided or possible to subside will be
strengthened with the modern technique by using concrete reinforcement supporting the foundation
to be stable and able to withstand the immense weight of the stone. When the foundation is completed,
the new building will be constructed according to the original pattern which is analyzed by the study
of the architecture and the art history, and by comparing with other constructions built in the same
period or have the architectural similarity. Later, the main structure of the stone tower will be
strengthened with concrete reinforcement, and a drainage ditch created inside. These constructions
are done by the modern techniques but are hidden from the tourists’ sight by the decoration of the
original stones both inside and outside. If there is any part missing, the new plain stone part will be
used as substitute. And although these parts are newly built, the sense of harmony is still retained
The restoration by using Anastylosis method is detailed and complicated. The site must be
clearly zoned and every stone marked and recorded carefully to the paper in order to avoid mistakes
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in the process of removing or restoring the stone. The weight of each brick is immense and thus makes it
difficult to move by labor. The equipments and big machines are required in order to save time and budget.
For the story of “Lintel”, Prince Subhadradis Diskul addressed to Hiram W.Woodward Jr., the
former peace corps volunteer and lecturer of Silpakorn University, that he found one of the Phnom Rung
lintels exhibited at the Art Institute of Chicago and would soon after inform this to the Department of Fine
Arts. When he came back to Thailand, he wrote the letter to the Department about the Lintel depicting
Vishnu declining on Ananta (Anantasayana) he found in Chicago. It turned out that the Lintel was in the
holder of an American millionaire named James Alsdolf. Thus, he suggested that the Department of Fine
Arts tried to get it back to where it belongs and prevented further illegal trafficking of national antiques by
making bilateral agreement with the United States. Another attempt came from Mr Woodward who had
also been informing this to the Department of Fine Arts since 1973-1978. Although the department had
been trying to negotiate to get the Lintel back both by writing letters and providing evidence to the
Government of the United States via the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the embassy of Thailand in the
United States, the president of the UNESCO Center of Asian Culture in Japan, and secretary of International
Council of Museums (ICOM) which Thailand is one of the members, the negotiation was unsuccessful.
1977

The restoration of Phnom Rung project was included in the economic and social
development strategy no. 4. This project was called “the Historical Park of Phnom
Rung Project”, headed by Mr. Sanchai Maiman.

1977-1978

HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn came to Prasat Phnom Rung so as to study both
about the Prasat itself and the inscriptions found here. In 1978, she wrote the thesis
called “Inscriptions found at Phnom Rung” according to the course of Master of Arts in
Oriental Languages, University of Silpakorn.
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Budget year 1987 The head of the project was changed to Rapeesak Chadchavala
During this time, the project had found another inscription (no.8) which Cha-Aim Kaewklai, the historical
linguist from the bureau of national Library, has translated and published into Silpakorn magazine, year
31, volume 2 (May-June) 1987
Budget year 1988 The head of the project was changed to Samart Sab-yen
In this same year, Porn Udompong, the governor of Buriram province had built the new highway from
Prakonchai district to Phnom Rung and called this route “Hiranyavithi” (The Road of Hiranya), according
to the name “Hiranya”, a significant builder of Phnom Rung.
Since January 1988, the Committee of Culture and Tourism, headed by Yutta Un-Kinan, Pornthep
Thechapaiboon, Jurin Laksanavisit, has coordinated with the Department of Fine Arts and the media in
order to ask the United States to return the Lintel. The attempts have been made by means of sending the
letter directly to the holder of the Lintel and the Art Institute of Chicago, the foreign affairs Commission of
the United States parliament, including traveling to the United States to negotiate in person and establishing
the Commission to deal with the negotiation in particular.
The restoration of Phnom Rung, as well as the resetting of the landscape and the surrounding area was
completed in 1988. The prime minister, Mr. Prem Tinasulanon made an inspection tour to prepare for the
formal opening of Phnom Rung.
On the occasion of the Thai Heritage Day 1988, the opening of the Phnom Rung historical park was
held on May 21st that year. The opening ceremony was presided over by Her Royal Highness Princess
Maha Chakri Sirindhorn.

